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Death at Eurooan dock 
Board of nfltish Coinmbla 
and RCMP officials held 
bsck Eurocan in. 
vestigotors for about two 
hours before the eom. 
pany's central safety 
committee ngaged m the 
investigetion of the cue. 
• .Indubtrial relations 
supervisor at the mill, 
Larry Belts, said "We were 
up all night working m the 
accident. The central 
safety committee and vice. 
I 
preddent fn charge of the 
dock area , started a 
meeting at 2 a.m. to review 
/he accident, attempt o 
figure out a cause and 
contributing factors, in 
order that .  recom. 
mendetiona be made to 
prevent this happening 
again." The meeUng 
lasted until S:~O a.m. 
..Investigation by RCMP, 
WCB and Em~m enn- 
flnuea. 
Jy 8coat Browes 
.An ecctdent at (he 
Eureean Pulp and Paper 
dock on the Don~hs 
Chanul in Kitimat 
~esdey  night seat 
Raymond Thlffault, of 
l~hnat' to hespltal where 
he died at 11:~0 p.m. 
..RCMP are ioveJtigsfl~ 
the death which apparently 
occurred after Thiffault 
wu hit bya fork-lift truck. 
..Worker's Comnenasflon 
I 
Family v!olon.oo ommittoo 
orpnuzed nn Torraoo 
wife hatterin~ and child 
anUso. Rosource people 
were on hand to answer 
quostieas. Donut Patterson 
from Burns Lake, a battered 
w~Ife henelf, ac t ' s  very 
emotional atmosphere for 
the participants. Cathy Kerr 
~ave an account of life at 
• lahtar, a traneiUon house in 
Langley, which is working 
,very anceemfully to provide 
emergency helter to women 
and childrm Who have been 
beaten. Averll Hare and 
Ande Macharon from the 
Child Abuse team, conducted 
the other scasio~. An en- 
eellent film was shown;- 
Other resource l~reona in- 
eluded Joann Robortaon 
from ~ mustang 
anf ion Brktol from Com- 
munity Law Services in 
Smllhere. 
: At the plenary scasl~s, 
many participants ex- 
pressed their deep cenceras 
for the number of caeca of 
wife haR~ing and child 
abase in this area. 
In the evening, three films 
wore "shown which covered 
educafing the teacher to 
reccge~ze the abused child,. 
interviews with battered 
wives and a film on the steps 
being taken in the States to 
help the al~mur and the 
abused. 
Also in the evening, ap. 
Ropr  Duf~ 
A very successful 
workshop was held at the 
Northwest Community 
College last week in 
Terrace: attended by eighty 
delegates from as far afield 
as Teis~aph Creek and 
lakut A task force from the 
United Way were in town to 
oondant the workshop which 
has been funded by the non 
alcoholic use of drugs 
'branch. The task force spent 
two days ~ in the Queen 
Charlottes i conducting the 
same workshop. 
Workeboi~ coordinator ill 
Farkvsm said she was en- 
tremely happy with the 
su~ce~ of ~the workshop, 
both with the number of 
people who attended and, the 
"tone" of the session. 
"Everyone was very p~itive 
and I fcel a lct ef goad tbings 
will come trem the two days 
workshop." 
discussed were in 
Now superintondont Of 
• parks and rooroatien 
mchU~ ra0ng rash,, 
(DMty added that ' doJ~ 
nothing" finished' quite 
hiahly as a wintw activity.) 
• he survey wan un- 
dartaken last year by the 
district an a prelude to  
drawing np a five.year 
recreation l~lan and although 
Dufty did not want o go into 
detail on the survey lindings 
because it is still before the 
recreation commission, he 
" did asy a numbor of cencc~rm 
wore evidont by the survey 
repl ies.  
As fa i r  as recreation 
facilities go, Dufty said 
"I ~lan't know what ever 
happened to the slogan 
Terrace is terrifiC, because 
It is terrific." " ' 
That seem to Sum up 
Rotor Dufty's enthusiasm 
for Terrace which he has 
recently rejoined as district 
superintendent0f pa~ks, 
recranti~ and torn'tam. 
Dufty, who took over the 
position frmn Bill cosey, was 
recreation and acquatie 
director in' town before 
.spending a year in Vernon. 
"When the Job Came up in 
Torrnce I felt the op- 
portunity was too good to 
" ml~," he said. 
Dufty sees his 'Job as 
rem~ation supervism" in a 
broad" sense o~ including 
community development 
and Invulving. people In all 
t~m of recreallon. 
"~ve always wanted to he 
involved with people in an 
effort to get them to enjoy 
thofr leisure thne to a far 
~ extont than they do," 
Dufty bclinves Terrace.has 
as good a .  recreation 
~ogram as any.in Canada, 
t there is a ptoblml Set- 
ting people to pin, it/pats 
in the aetivtiies. ~! , 
A~ordin8 to llgerm from 
a survey take9 ~t  year, the 
top i summer and winter 
aof/vitioo were catered to in 
Terrace.' 
lnsummer thenumher one 
favorite was swimming with 
aml /n~ in a dose second, 
whilb In winter sk~ and 
slmting, ratod first with,mow 
h 
 20o 
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~-',~.HLI~tM~I~r (:~L:~£~;~;, 
the weather:. Oloudy is tho fo ast 
for today, with sunny periods. 
Temperature may roach IS 
degrees and the winds roll" b.e 
light and variable. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
$23 MILLION TO UPGRADE 
P,6, REGIONAL HOSPITAL 
meat will invest ~23 "million 
in/he regional hospital there. 
during the next five years to 
make it the largest and best- 
equipped medical centre in 
the B.C. Interior. 
MeClelland said service 
and diagnosUc facilities will 
he upgraded and the number 
of beds will be increased to 
500 from 352. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Health 
Minister Bob McClellasd has 
announced that four regional 
hospitals have been 
designated as special care 
cmtres for "at risk" babies 
and their mothers. 
In a news release, the 
minister said the hospital 
designated are in Prince 
George, Kamloops, New 
Westminster and Victoria. 
He said the objective of the 
program is to make the 
necessary treatments, kills 
and facilities more widely 
available in B.C. 
Meanwhile, Meclelland 
mmounced inPrince George 
that the ~oviucial govern- 
"The Quoen" out-"0 Oanada" in? 
with. But a fonrparagraph 
section in the new con- 
stitutional proposals would 
give official status to O 
Canada. 
The government also 
proposes that God Save the 
Queen be referred to as the 
royal anthem of the country. 
0 Canada has been used as 
the unofficial national an- 
The government first in- 
treduced legislation in 1972 
to make French and English 
-versions of O Canada the 
official anthem. However, 
the bill was never treated as 
a priority item and was 
sidelined by successive 
Parliaments. 
• Several Liberal and o13- 
position ldPs said recently 
the Commons had more 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 0 
Canada would officially 
become the country's 
national anthem under the 
new constitutional bill 
presented Tuesday by the 
Liberal government. 
In addition, the red and 
whitemapleleaf flag and the 
motto a" mare usclue ad 
mare-from sea to sos-- 
would become ~ Canada's 
efficlal symbols. 
Los oialms " 
,urKent legislation to deal. them for about 10 years. 
the offldal 
totems of the Haiola people in KitamaaL Thio solid red 
cedar animal is on one of the totem poles to he erected In 
frant of the new recreation complex in/he Village. The 
:pale Inelndes the frog, a HnUbut and man-l/he head atop. 
Thk frog .Is not n ttoy (me as found In the swamps - it's 
proximately thirty people overfonrfeetlong. Mere en the new centreon,pnge two. 
attonded a pchlle mcetl~. A LLAR 
fllm was shownon child MILLION D O  8hugo and apane l  of " 
resource people answered 
corucdquesti°nsAs a r ultnUblie'fr°m .the -cOn-o f  that eeting LOT0 M STER !   ")GrahamVICTORIA . "tCP) - - sa idLea  (NDP-- riucetoday h  h s 
me Family Violenea Com- obtained memorandums 
mitteahas beenformed and PdlmouIrs that a Terrace resident won $1 which prove Provincial 
they held their first meeting, million in the June Loto Canada draw remain  Secretary Grace McCarthy 
on Tuesday, June 20 at the unconf irmed because of the~ reluctance 'of the  has taken civil servants and 
Social Credit on~lusguas to
germodesociety. (CoverageFriendshiPon this winners to have  the i rnames  published. , lunch; claiming ~ lunches 
m~ing will be in When The Hera ld  telephoned one.  of the as expenses and., receiving 
tamorrew's~a~r.) a l ledged winners,. Ray  F laherty,  he denied reimbursement/from the 
. having won the lo.'ttery. F laherty  did say  he government. - i 
"'[] u n-er--  knew cub of the winners, but would not reveal  the - -  ' 
person 's  name ....... . ' 
strike. A telephone cal l  tO Lute Canada, ,a l led' to an-"  " ' 
~ dentities s inCe~.~ cur- i "' ~ / - cover the. wlnners~:i 
...... ~.,l/oration!~s~nte~nyml~f~thS:~r~ !1 
nur ,u ,  " 
• ~" L0to Canada did say there were two, million 
pon .  ,dollar winners, in B.C. going ander the names of 
mUNCE G~ORGE, B.C. the Beecroft group, t icket  No. 4881079., and the 
(CP) --~ Prisonen at the FOx group, t icket No. 506~18. 
Prince George Regional . Thegroup  name~are..not n~essar i l y  the same 
Correction Centre were OS the names  of the  w/ i~ers since put.chasers 
refusing to eat today, eon-~ • " 
tin-in~ - h-w'-r  -"~'~ can  use a nom de plume. 
whi'ch" began "~Tuea~'y SO. ~.n~ratulat ions to  . .~ ;  ~errace lo t te ry  
following complaints that wren eras; wnoev~ no-or  mey ;~maybe. 
had been seen near 'a  Ear l ier  this year ,  a local  sp~ ~s promoter and 
kitchen sink. Terrace bus inessman was reported to have 
Centre director Harry made d large Wi~in a lottery. When approached 
, Rafuec said he has asked a 
health inspector to visit the by a HERALD staffer he admitted having,won - 
emirs and that anything but insisted the matter was his own'business. 
contrary to regulations will A f raternal  organiza anon, handling ano .thin" 
be corrected immediately, government  lot tery has to ld the  Hera ld  that  
Prisoners complainnd that 
Terrace is an ext remely  " lucky"  lottery town. 
meaLma~°ts were found in ~me During the past wQ years  the lotteries have been 
Rafusesaldaside of beef in effect, the spokesman said, residents have  
was cut up in the butcher WOn more~money than theY' have invested in 
shop and the trailing pan lottery tickets. Last  week's  addition of another 
which . catches "Waste 
6raoo MoOarthy fed Sooreds 
and oharged it to tho  6ov't. 
" However, Mrs. McCarthy will also recall Dave Brown, 
said the accusation is false the premier's commucations 
and that she has never taken adviser. 
colleagues .to lunch at the 
taxpayers' expense. Committee chairman 
Lea sald he dooan't believe Lorne Nicolson (NDP-- 
Mrs. McCarthy. and will be Nelson-Creston) said he has. 
her to appear before • deenmontation that" Brown 
the leaislature's public l was taking COllcaRuos for 
accounts ~ommittee next lunch and being reimbursed. 
week toexplaln the situation. ~Brown denied the, charges 
Meanwhile, the committee Tuesday. 
'i~.~ ~ . ' :  i "  
Thio heautiful IS foot flbreglnss boat, loader trailer and 8pkit outboard will be won by 
some lucky iocalrceldent in the Rotary boat raffle. Proceeds of the raffle will go toward 
completion ofthenew Rotary tennis courts at Stnume and Thomas. Tickets are for sale. 
from ony Rotary member and~will be on sale in front of the Terrace Hquor store on 
Frldey nights and Satordays.'~ . 
% 
MUhammd All tours USSR * 
MOSCOW (AP) -- got up and turn on the Today black po'.sldent of the United 
Mulmmmed All flew home show. I can't go downstairs States." He also praised the 
to the coffee shop. I can't get Soviet union, for its or- tnday after a 12-day tonr .ef 
products was not Cleaned, so million - ff t rue - should help enshrine Terrace 's  the Sovist Union and said 
that a f ter  a few days reputat ion - pessibly in Gulnesses' Book of u.s. citizens condngto the 
nmHets were found. Records. 1500 Olympics in Moscew 
should "bring aU the extras 
Grad 78  s ignpa in ters  invest igated  by  RCMP • you can." . "Bring. some Baby 
Ruths," ~ the former 
PoUce are invos.tigeilng win~eid  of her 'T7 Honda fenders, :'it is a criminal heavywofaht champion said, 
lworeportaofwllful damage vehicle.' i ~fonso"~ to falsify a fire "Bring all the chewing um 
caused bythe painting of . A false alarm had the alarm, ehorgeableunder the you can. We're spoiled in 
GRAD 78 on private and Kitimat fire department Public Mischiofs Act. Ameidcu." " 
;mun ic ips l  p roper ty  r geing and new has the pelice 
Tuesday. ' Katri ~koptur of Kit/mat investigeting an 81arm call A wrist-watch, Wallet, and Asked at an informal 
to Nechako Sclioot at 1:50 r i~  may.he lnimnd at the mectingofU,S.oftzesslivin~ 
reports $1GO wilful damage p.m. Monday. Two youths PublieSafatyBulldingpellce .in Moscow what else he did, 
caused by a large reek are being questioned on the station. ~ ' not like about the Soviet 
thrown on the hood and matter.' Police remind of- . Union, All replied: "'I can't 
I 
\ 
no I~  Ju icy .~.  
""l~ea I miss ice," he aniU, 
recalling hot days in Soviet 
Central Asia. "I can't get no 
ice in Samarkand. I said, 
'Ice, Ice~ ice.' Now I'm going 
to appreciate ice when I go 
hack.,, 
All prayed at a mosque in 
Central Asia, met in the 
Kremlin with President 
Leonid Brs~hnev and fought 
mmcernd exhibition bouts 
against three of JRuesia's top 
heavyweights during his 
visit. 
When he met Brezlmev, he 
said, he felt "like the first 
derilneas but said 'I'm not 
promoting oother system" 
for the United States. 
All ts koing home for a 
flght on Sept. 15, when he' 
attempts to regain his title 
from Leon Spinks, who took 
it from him last February. 
After that he insists he will 
retire. 
"Yon are watching the md 
of the greatest fighter of all 
time," All said Tuosday 
night in the locker roon~ of 
the Moscow Central Army 
Club as he got ready for his 
exhibiUom. "I'm preparing' 
for my last fight." 
, Wrong body in ooffin 
AKRON, Ohio (AP) -- A was Anfang's car, in which. 
funeral mass for 19-year.old Keval was a peosenger, that 
Terrace has evm~ything it 
needs right new'with-the i .," . ~Gaq~ ,ps , ,~  m. ~,s~. 
exception of n community 
eonfre which there Is a 
~finite need for. , 
"But whether ' it's 
politically palatable and 
viable at thln.time is i n  
~questton because of the 
ecommie situation," Daffy 
said. 
Daffy, who is married and 
has fo~ children, predie- " 
tably spends much of his 
spare time in keep-fit ec- 
tlv~flec such 7 as cycling, 
and we/ShUm~. 
He is also interested in the 
0t the bast terns in the ' 
northwest.. 
lh~cari~, thongh, Dutty 
Says he is' interested in 
building a recreation 
department which sorvce the '. ~lllk Tuns radio operator's Hcesoe plato was spotted 
needsof  the people in 'recently in Terrace. Not to be, confused;with /he 
TUTace . loqasclom CBer's ham radio operators can have their call 
dP ~. 
~.. vil 
slgo printed m mdr car Hcense plates In the U.S. and 
' Canada; Canadian licensed radio amateurs would have 
can signs beginning with VET. 
Steve Koval turned into a 
prayer mass for his recovery 
when bisparents learned it 
was Stsve's lock-alike friend 
who was lying in a closed 
coffin and the/r son who was 
lying wrapped in bandages 
after a car crash, 
"Yon hear about ~thcee 
things, but' it is really a 
t~aumaUc situation," said. 
Jim Johnson, viceprceldent 
of Hummel Funeral Home, 
where the body was taken. 
Koval was believed killed 
an .automobile accident 
Sunday night. 
struck a tree in Silver Lake. 
The Koveis and Mr. and 
Mrs. Joseph Anfang have 
refused to talk to reporters 
since the mixup was 
diecovored. 
MEN SIMILAR 
Both young me,, were de- 
scribed as tall, with blonde 
hair and blue eyes. Both 
suffered severe facial 
damage in the accident, Both 
were alive at the scene and 
were taken to Green Cross 
Hospital in Cuyahop Falls. 
One later died, 
James Crano, chief in- 
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. vestig~tor for the coroner's 
Stephm Koval, had already ' office, said this is the flint 
faced friends b~side' his time such a thing has hap- 
closed coffin and were pened in the office, 
l~paring for his funeral 
Tuesday when they learned 
he was alive and in critical 
condition at an Akron 
hospital, 
Authorities have now 
identified the dead man as 
Christopher Anfang,?19, It 
Crano sa id  tentative 
identification of the men was 
made at the scene by a frimd, 
who was nearby at the time, 
When the man believed to 
be Koval died, his father and 
a priest were called to the 
hospital. " . . . .  
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Haisla recreation centre opening festivillies 
Friday Jane 30 at the Kitamaat Village the Hoisla people 
will be presenting the official opening of their long 
awaited recreation centre. The project has taken two 
years of building and preparation waiting for this one day. 
• .On the Friday about 29 dancers will start the festivities 
off with some traditional Indian dancing at 1:30. The two 
totem pol~s, both carved by Robble Stewart of the Village, 
will be dedicated, and a plaque from contractor to the 
project Seaward Construction will be unveiled. 
• .Official ribbon cutting ceremonies, bopehdly including 
MP lona Campagnolo, will take place at 3 p.m. 
• .An aria ~od crafts display starts at 4 p.m. and runs to 
5:30 when the cocktail hour and banquet begin. These two 
events, banquet and cocktails, are by invitation only. 
Totem carver Robble Stewart of the Kitamant Village 
stands beside one of the two pose going up in front of the 
new recreation complex -his creations. Both 28 foot long 
• .Must the recluse is over at 8:30 p.m. the dancers come 
out aiPin to display their talents and ritual movements, 
Friday night the centre will rock to "Let's Boogie" from 
New Aiyansb. 
.,The Pancake breakfast Included in ~nuntclpal 
celebrations wfllbe held at the new centre at 7 a.m. Canoe 
races start at 8 a,m,, not 9 as previously planned, and run 
a two mile course. 
. .The all.native provincial soccer championships will be 
held at the Village field and MESS fleld during the 
Thursday Jane 29 to Sunday July 2 celebrations, 
• .The entire adgeada is tied in with the 25 year and July 
let celebrations being put on in Kitimot. 
t 
Left are She new bleachers installed at the soccer field in 
the Kit~maat Village. This will be the scene of the All- 
Native provincial soccer playdowns during the June 29 to 
July I celebrations. Other games will be played at Mount 
poles, which toek an estimated 988 man-boors to carve, 
~e  solid red cedar. The pole seen here depicts various 
.aspects of the natural world with a spread Eag!e atop, 
., ~ . . . . .  These are two of the tree racing canoes to be used 
by the native teams in the canoe races held next Saturday 
/ 
Athletes get funding 
Speci=l traveJ assistance 
of up to ~g,00,000-has been 
made available to the 
Canadian Intercollegiat( 
Athletic Union by the federal 
government, it was an- 
nounced today ~)y Skeena 
M.P. and Minister of State - 
Fitness and Amateur Sport, 
lone Campagn01o. 
The money will he used to 
subsidize interprovincial 
tra~,el costs of teams and 
athletes in designated sports 
in the . Canada. West 
Un ivers i t ies  Ath le t i ,  
Association, the Great'  
Plains Athletic Conference, 
and the Atlantic Universities 
Athletic Association for the 
1978-79 competition year. 
"This is a precedent- 
setting step", explained Mrs. 
Campagnalo "in that for the 
first time financial 
assistance has been made in 
recognition bf the special 
costs incurred by univer- 
sities outside of the area of 
central Canada, Working to 
redress barriers uch as this, 
which are an all too common 
part of our Canadian ex- 
perienco,"Jum been one of my 
greatest priorit ies as a 
t 
Member of Parhulztan[, ano 
l am particularly pleased 
that my Fitness arid 
Amateur Sport Branch has 
been able to assist in in this 
way". 
Details of the funding 
program are currently being 
worked out by the Fitness 
and Amateur Sport Branch 
and the C.I.A.U. Financial 
assistance on a similar basis 
has also been offered to 
Simon Fraser University of 
Burnaby, B, C., which is the 
only Canadian university not 
a member of the C.I,A,U, 
The universities which will 
receive the financial help are 
these which, due to their 
location, are faced with 
extraordinarily high travel 
budgets and are limited by 
transportation costs from 
inking part in a full athletic 
program. 
Said Mrs. Campagnolo 
"This special grant is being 
made in  recognition that 
transportation i  the more 
remote regions of our 
country must be viewed as a 
social policy, rather than as 
a matter of straight 
economics. 
• July I at 9 a.m. in front of the Village. These are bend- 
made dugouts. . ' 
"" l ' ' - f l T [ [  . . . . .  ~ '  1 [ 
The floor of the new Haisla 
recreation cmtre stands 
silent waiting for the action 
of the opening ceremonies 
next weekend. The 
~eerebourd mounted oo the 
wall was donated to the 
centre last fall by Alean. 
1 T-" 
HIRE A' 
STUDENT 
WEEK 
I 
JUNE 
19-23 
OONTAOT 
JoAnno Ames 636-2044 or Allison Knight 632-4601 
Trade  fair 
J 
, winners 
Winners of Merchants Free draws at 1978 P.N.W.T.F. 
Albert and MeCafiery 
9 x 12 Ric.hrnond Carpet - David B]ackwater 
9 x 12 Peerless Carpet - Kelly Squires 
Smokedetectors - T. Tastes, Francis Stanley, Jea 
Leveque, Nancy Clay, Mr. Irwin 
Amwoy Products 
$30.00 of Amway Products - Norma Morrtson 
Charge Belanger Plumbing and Heating 
Kitchen Faucet Sets - Andre Jean, Bert Seinen 
! • , 
Kefoen Krafts 
Royal Albert China Clock - Mrs. It. Perry 
Kitsumkalum Ski Hill 
2 day lift pass -Ron Clugh, P. Remillong 
'V.  4 Novelties 
Set of Indian Prints- Mrs. Brenda Lee Stialston 
S.S. Coukware Ltd. 
Oval Baking Dish. Mrs. Hill 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 
Canada Loto Tickets - Anne Martindale, David Power, 
Gayle Turner 
Western Express Tickets -Audrey Petersen 
Provincial 
Thebiggest Provincial yd! and still only $5! 
NOWON SALE 
Western Cor*o~o tottery Foundotx)n 
O 
Buy one, get one 
at no extra charge! 
When you buy anyone of our delicious salads 
in the 16 fluid oun~=e size, 
youget a second salad of your choice 
at no extra charge. 
This, offer good only 
from Saturday June 17 
. to Sunday June 25, 
C01. Sanders' Recipe 
-K nt"ck  Fried k,ek no 
AT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOO 
ERNIE'S TAKE HOME 
department for the ummer under the Provtochd Youth and throughout the province. 
. Employment pro~rmn. Debra maya she onJo3~ the ~ob and 
; l~<~p.~ P`~.~X'~::~`.~/~.~.~//~..:~:.~.~:~:~:~:<.:~:.:~.~:.~:.:~:.~..~.~..;~ 
Small loggers Job opportunities 
squeezed out ..Furlllgr details on tin. GoneralOfliceClerk-~.~0 , - - -  
following lobs are t.o be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635. 
7!~i  r 
Mlilwright - 10.51 per hr. 
Tat'ace. Temporary full 
time pesiUon. Should be 
certified. Some sheet work. 
Iw. Terrace. Permanent 
part time, G~eral 
bookkeeping ezperlenee. 
Recoptinl~ti/rsdun week. No type_ provincialproposed f restryg°vernment'slegislation 
perpetuates the squeezing 
I t~t~ed Nurse - $11YA. out of small, independent 
.~onth. Terrace. Care of losing firms by the larger 
patientsin ICU nmthtonanm, multi-nati0nal forest ecru- 
of equlpmeeL Rsspoundbl~ panles, Syd Thompson, 
'to head nurse. Shift werk 8 president of the Vancouver, 
local of the International 
VANCOUVER((?)--The made there back into the 
'Maker i7.00 per boor m lloardprovidsd at cost, ' Wondworkers of America, 
Mart. Terrace, Permaneet " said Tuesclay. 
full time. Must have ,,I- 'Executive 8sorotary- $1s0~ " Thompson said that trader 
mmth. Tentco. ~ping e0 
wpn,  ~ ~ , ,  
shorthand lnonth end. 
reports, exp with pabSie. 
geeretary.Bonkkeeper - 1300 
me.  Terrace, Permanent 
full-time.. Involves typing, 
n~, coatxol funds 
reception, mail 
Live in Housekeeper - ~*  
per month + R&B, Port 
Edward. To care for 
children age 7 and ~ - some, 
perieeced, housekeeping, cooking, 
w-,t~: 
porleee~ 
Dlalag Room WaitrNs - 13.75 
,per hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time. Ex- 
• Hr lmnee pre fer red . :  
Cki'k Typlst- Terrace. 0893 
+ ~.80 per ms. Permanent 
MI time. 40 wpm tyl/n8 
~t ia l .  Some esperlmes 
required. 
H.D. Monhaale - I.W.A. 
rats. Juskntla. Pmunnunt 
fUlltime. Tq or fully ex- 
ibeur'/ 
eme. w,~ on tower. 
Must be tzporionesd. Medical Receptim~. Mi.50 
hour. Terrace. Medical 
joniter'il0~0mo. Terrace. background necessary.. 
Temporary (5 weeks). Must ~ speed net essential. 
have some related ex- 
perience. Cleaning, Wdtren - DOE. Terrace. 
palbddn~ floors, chop area Must be experienced in
etc. goaerai waitrmdng duties. 
Jmmml Clerk - 'Terrace., General Line painter - tT,M 
MS0month. Typing speed of bout'. Terrace. Permanent 
40 wpm. Must be able to fulltime. Excel lent  op 
handleelericalwork- typing pertunity to enorgeile 
eontraeis and ebeqt/es, eta., person, Some baekgromd 
and knowledge of heavy 
BIU 14 80 per cent of British 
Columbia coastal timber will 
.remain in the hands of elaht 
major forest operations, 
leaving only ~0 per cent of 
ImbUe ,mstsinnd yield units 
for ledepmdont companies 
to harvest. 
Yet, said Thompson, the 
independent companies 
operate far more efficiently 
than the larger firms. 
He also said that he major 
enmimules are using out- 
dated equipment, and cited 
MacMillan Bloedel Ltd.'s 
Vancouver Plywood plant as 
a [food example.. 
operation," Thompson said. 
"We have an ohaol~e in- 
dnstry." 
Thompson said the con. 
tinned viability of the in- 
dependents is importanl 
because the inevitable 
modernization of wood- 
producing operations by the 
c iaht  large companies is 
likely, to result in the lees of 
as many as 12,000 Jobs. 
He said the 8overnmeet 
should brlngmore coastal 
timber into its own hands o 
it can be allocated to in-. 
dependents. • 
"We've got to properly use 
our timber and tea it in with 
jobs," he said. 
"What 'we' want is 
legislation spelling 6at that if 
forest management Ucences 
are not being used to pat the 
maximum number of people 
to work, then they should be 
taken away from the com- 
panies that have them." 
, ~dldearo, The Forest Act recently 
Waitress - 13,25 pea' ~ . .  u . . . . . .  "The employer simply received second reading in 
n . .~ .  ~. .~. . . . , t  "~.  "1 '  " " "~"~"  didn't invest the money he the legislature. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  " T'erraco Some ,esporimco . . . . . . . . . . .  
" umons"7 criticized"/'" iSllager I.W.A. uouk .~.~ hour. Terrace. • " Cockin~ andsome cienn-up. P~nent ,  full Skiff work. 
Court Worker ~tsaumant : eq~ipmeeL 
~108 week. Terrace. Desk Clerk - MJS0. hour, ~' 
General typing, filing and Tetwaes. Pormanmt part- 
" reception duties, Must be time, Turqister guests and 
able to meet eubile. ~ . . .~ .~e record keeniml ........ 
B, C. Br ie fs  
seminar  here • entitled 
, "Strategies for Preeervin8 
the Non-uninn Status" is 
.enun~ people to violate 
the British Columbia labor 
code during organizing 
drives by using unfair labor 
practices, the B.C. 
• Federation of Labor said 
,Tuesday. 
:Federat ion spokesman 
,1~ Johnson said he was 
aenied entry mm the 
• seminar Monday because it 
~wu a elesed-dso'r session, 
andthe federation wants to 
know who wan attending and 
why it is so secretive. 
John Hunters a spokesman 
for Advanced Management 
Research, sponsors of the 
s~miunr, said in a telephone 
Intorview from Now York 
mat the course would teach 
maangemont how to obey the 
labOr ends. ... Pl . ' 
"Mast companies get :in 
had trouble during an 
drive by putties 
feet in their mouth or 
violating the labor c6dn in 
forces" Hunter said. 
He said the press has bern 
denial admission to .the 
seminar because " i t  wil l  
inhibit some people." 
Hunter said 55 per esnt of 
the province's work force is 
non-union and the seminar is 
aimed at those who want to 
keep it that way. 
The seminar will teach 
.employers how to be hatter 
ad~traton i ,  how to be 
aware of working conditions 
and how a union orgunisla8 
drive takes place, he said. 
RCMP ordered to . , o  
" VICTORIA (CP) - -  Aeou~ [durin8 the past two weeD, - • 
. . . .  , , , ,  return Ilr" flofpate in a demonstration ehatmction. . " 
marchUu~cltystrontsto I, eumlkaid llttle ~ NORTIi VANCOUV~tt Nine addiUm~at re'our-.-, 
the legislature Smldny, hadbesnmadewithCPltall (CP) - -  RCMP were ordered including eevan-,~eudlbro 
George War% clairman of ~to COmlzmmte the Indians Tuesday to return a machine, were ordered 
the West Coast District for era/on of reserve lands truckload, of f irearms- ,retained. 
Couc~ ~.d ssd~. alter a dike was built during including two cannons and 38 Hutchinson isscheduled to 
biemtmn~. 
Watts said Sunday wu se- 
~ ~ "June 25 
always meant a lot to Indian 
o~becaues  that's the 
t Custer died." 
',It's too had that Cook 
• ' W 
VICTORIA (CP) -- ~There 
were no in ,  rico Tuesday 
when a Cesma 172 crash- 
'landed last night m the 
southeast end of Texada 
Island in the Strait of 
Georgia. 
A Search and Rescue 
dldnStdie m the same, days" spokesman said pilot 
Tadahiko Kawmura and be said. 
• 8evernl native [groups three pusmmlors, all from 
the.Vancouver. area, were 
have said they oppose the xesoued within an bout by a edetntlam because they 
mark ' the-beginning of ,haUeopter, from Canadian 
British : colonialism in ~. ;Forcos Base Comox. 
• Coktmbla nd the first step The spokesman said the 
In ~ destroyiz~ the Indian small private plane 
allure. ' sustained damage to Its 
;.Watts ~aid he expects '.propollers, ~ tips and 
shout 1;0oo Indians to 
~emmatrate when Prince 
~ndrow and Prince Phillip 
~tit .VideOs Ae~ 7. 
@'dANBROOK, .B.C. (~)  
-- The .Saint Mary's Indian 
rues geur. 
Search and Rescue was 
.stifled d the mishap by a 
i/ lotto l~ebed up a distress 
call on his radio. 
. PRINCE GEORGIa, J~.t;. 
band erected, a more sub- (CP)-- Officials have doter- 
barrier ~ y  on ~ ~ t m  was .~ 
the CP. Raft',llne easing . came e~ a nm .Monoay ma~ 
kllemetre~noHhasst of here uncary ann a . 8a~nm 
'in seuthoastero British Co- room. at  an e~ememary 
ambi i ,  ' : , sc~oot here, • 
' Band admlulstra.inr Lloyd No arrests have been 
l,mtrd said the barrier will made ~md the fire, which 
Mmaln until a settlement is caused an Estimated 1300,000 
'tracheal' with the railway,, damages was etUl under 
usdike'ethar farriers erected ,investigation, 
overnment surplus ma- appear in provincial court 
guus--thatwerese~zed Sept. 26 on charges of 
from a North Vancouver gun possession of a prohibited 
• ...~lisetor last Jan IS. weapon ,. 
I ' ~jj__ 
I - " "  FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Ik, dWa you bw, investigate the adv;,ntogos of this, rent- 
fo.own~ plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
1to upiyow cash or borrowing power. 1st end lest 
months rant and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
" Based on 36 month  lease 
/8 F 250 pickuPS 78 Econollne Van I 78 C ioo Ch~v _[uJ 
0148.~0 per month [ S135.00per monthl S129.~0 per monl~ I 
l~se end price [ lease end price [ lease cad prico [ 
u,.s.oo I - ,m.co  I s~,m.oo . I 
.or simply return I or simply return I or simply return 1 
78 Camaro HTI/8 Zephyr' Sad;hi 76 Dodge Van J 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
SL025.CO 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr . .  
S99.00 par month 
lease ond price 
SI400.00 •', . 
or simp~ return 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,825.00 
or simply return 
78 F!50 4 x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price l 
S2,275.00 
nr simply retui'n ! 
S!29.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
simply return 
78 OMs Cutlass 
$139.00 per month 
leaso cad price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return, 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987'7111 . 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1140MARINE DRIVE , 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.O.00479A 
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Meet the 
"Recyci, er of U'nwants" 
, 9 
ttttlklM. 
L'L)YL------- I .i~041;y. 10.3PMSats 8stress sets s59 foe. LEON. N.H. 
Full size ~comptete. I~'e nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"*  "~ '  "~ '  ~'*~"'~ LE BARGAIN PrtWs N,.sttress Wlreho~. 1|7S9 
Na~ll. Noe~hr~e, ~. |11 | .  3 ~KS 'roduc~ & ALSO Nature 
~--W R ~  R~ 4#fb'~, ~ ~low dlslr i~ 
IIC'HtOnecllldi--v~'~j"~lph~gi-~n I u,~/s_~¶.t*, Su~l~. ~.,,o. 
~e ,  ilmost r~w. COM 
~tcrdice ~S0. W3;10t. 
;T~m~l~ ham fruc~s & misc 
"'THE CROSS, 
d I ~4lfween |0-4 wkc  c~___  
i&LE W~.Frl 104. Bed- 
! & misc. lurnitut'e. Geo(I 
1026 Ced¢os, V,N 04' cill 
,Slate Pod 
P.q~cv.~r* I1 ' S 
SECARD.e, 'I_*~O RO~gL_P C= 
'1 11 
THE CLASSIFIED COLUMNS 
OF NAME NEWSPAPER! 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers Willing to pay good money for things you've 
t i red  of. 
Contact the "Reeycler of Unwants," the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be p leased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happen! 
READ FOR PROFIT e.USE FOR RESULTS 
0ALL 636.6367 
,Terrace/Ki t imat  
DAILY HERALD L- IH 
t ,' 6 ' 
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This is one editorial I am almost afraid to 
write, because what I am about o say, I know, 
will seem so far-fetched and perhaps so in- 
credible to many that it may be brushed aside as 
the writings of someone with a highly over-active 
imagination. Nonetheless, in the light a crop of 
recent articles on the same subject- such as one 
contained in a supplement of last weeks Vmt- 
couver dailies, I feel it has to be attempted. 
Visiting a son who had just had a kidney 
transplant, inthe Winnipeg General Hospital last 
month, - here are a few of the incidents that 
occurred uring the three days I was there. 
A cleaning woman entered the ward and the 
heavy swinging door fell off its hinges onto her, 
pinning her, and her cleaning equipment, 
against a wall. The two interns passing by did 
not stop to help her. 
Dried blood on the floor next to my son's bed, 
f rees  previous patient, was still there when I
left, three days later. 
After ted minutes of screaming from the ad- 
joining room, a woman ran down the corridor to 
the counter where the nurses had a desk and 
fastened hold of the desk, refusing to let go until 
she was forcibly removed several minutes later. 
II 
EDITORIAL , A "Big City" hospital experience 
She had pulled out the intravenous needle from 
her arm and left a trail of blood down the 
OTTAWA REPORT 
by lena Oampagnolo 
I was in Queen Charlotte City this past 
weekend' tO address the graduation banquet of 
the Queen Charlotte City High School. It was a 
most enjoyable and inspiring evening, and I 
want again to thank the organizers of the event 
for their kind hospitality and also to congratulate 
the "Grad Class of '78" - eej)ecially those 
students who had returned to school after taking 
a year or more out - on their excellent 
achievements. 
corridor, which an orderly was mopping up, 
casually, with a string mop, as I watched. It was 
approximately five minutes before an assistant 
• arrived to attend to the woman, still clinging 
there. 
A patient in the next bed, with blood on her 
gown or robe when I first arrived still had not 
been issued a clean garment whml I last visited 
three days later. 
Twice, during that period, th/e' nurse brought 
my son the wrong medicine: once it was for high 
blood pressure - (his was very low.) For- 
tunately, he had taken a brief souse on 
medication for kidney patients, and refused to 
accept it. The nurse admitted her mistakes. 
The general housekeeping of the building - at 
least the section I visited, which was an older 
part of the building - appeared to leave a great 
d~l  to be desired. 
Viotoria Bureau 
' by Tony Maogregor 
by Tony MacGregor which raised 'taxes under 
VICTORIA - With his call 
for a B.C: tax revolt, Vie 
NEW DOCK FACILITIES 
While'in Queen Charlotte City, I led the 
chance to inspect a recently completed Canada 
works project hat is an excellent example of the 
community benefits that can be derived from 
this job creation program. 
Last fall, the Queen Charlotte City Rod and 
Gun Club, working in cooperation with the psoplenet to call anymor~ 
By last Wednesday he had 
federal Department of Fisheries and the En-, received about 500 letters on 
viromnent, received a $23,100 Canada Works the irene. 
Stephene, the newly elected 
leader- of the provincial 
Progressive Conservative 
Party, has latched on to'an 
issue which could change the 
electoral map of B.C. 
Last June 6 California 
voters showed their disap- 
provel of high taxes by 
passing the Jerivs-Gann 
Amendment which cuts the 
average property bill from 
$1,400 to ~00. 
On the same day Stephons, 
the only member of the 
conservative party in the 
House, called his own. tax 
revolt which splashed his 
name in headlines 
throughout the province and 
established him as a 
proviacial personality to he 
reckoned with. 
He told me he has receivM 
so many telephone calls on 
the issue that he has asked 
" . . . i t 'a  time to show 
politicians who's bess'," ha 
sa id . .  "It's time for a 
revolution. We're fedup 
with constantly increasing 
taxes." 
Stephens said he would 
defend free of charge anyone 
who refused to pay his tax 
grant to undertake improvements to the 
government dock facilities at Queen Charlotte 
City. The improvements were the installation of 
a fresh water delivery system to floats, 
upgrading and cleaning of the community's boat 
grid, and the construction and installation of 
finger floats for the use of local pleasurebeals. 
A separate facility for pleasure craft had been 
nmde necessary by the increasing number of 
sue.]/vessels in the Queen Charlotte :City area, 
and by the damage they received when tied up 
alongside the much sturdier fishing vessels. 
.Working with an additional $17,000 made 
available by the Department of Fisheries and 
EIwiroument, he Rodand Gun Club sponsored 
project has constructed finger floats 120 feet in 
length, and capable of accomedating around 25 
vleasure crafts. 
The facility has jt~t recently been installed 
by the Department of Public Works, and should 
make the summer months much more enjoyable 
for pleasure boaters and commercial fishermen 
alike. It is an excellent project, well-run and 
controlled by theRod and Gun Club, who are to 
be congratulated on their community in- 
volvement- as well as on their creation of 7 jobs 
for local residents. 
t 
Smithers Swimming Pool 
In Ottawa last week, I was pleased to arrange~ 
a visit for" a delegation from the town of 
Smithers, seeking possible additional financial 
assistance for the community's proposed 
swimming pool. In addition to meeting with 
myself, the delegation had talks with the 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of 
Indian and Northern Affairs, and officials of the 
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation. 
It was through. Smithers' designation for 
assistance under C.M.H.C.'s Neighbourhoed 
Improvement Plan that the initial moneysor 
approximately one-third of the cost) for the 
swimming pool was made available, and the 
town is now attempting tosecure the balance of 
the funds before giving the project he final go- 
ahead. 
cover of the new assessment 
act. 
By the time Finance 
Mthlster Even Wolfe got 
around to pointing out the 
difference between B.C. 'and 
California property taxes 
and lionizing the govern- 
ment ' s  cos t -cut t ing  
program,, it was too late. 
Vie Stephens had established 
himsolf'ns th man to vote for 
if you Want taxes cut. 
• Shrewdly avoiding 
arguments about what 
services should be cut, 
Stephens concentrated on 
the sufferings of old-age 
poasioners whose taxes had 
taken a dramatic leap. 
The NDP's attempts to 
exploit the issue were 
hobbled by its philosophy. 
Yon can't provide services 
without axes and the NDP, 
of course, ls the party which 
advocates more government 
services. 
The ons-member Liberal 
party left the issue alone so 
Vie Stephms was left on the 
battlefield alone, waving the 
banner .of lower taxes and 
locking like a long.awaited 
savior to the hard-pressed 
B.C. taxpayer. 
The tax issue is probably 
one of the few issues which 
could ca~e a revival of the 
Tory party in B.C. And right 
new, the governing Social 
bill and said he was con-. Creditpartyhasmorotofear 
. aldering burning his own tax .from a resurgent Tory party: 
bill on the steps of  the i than it does from the NDP. 
legislature. A resurgent Tory party 
The Soered • government, could split the free- 
en the other hand, despite its ' mterprlse vote and drain off 
• repntation as a hard.lihe, enough SocialCredit support 
cost.cutting government, to pat the NDP in power. 
fumbled the issue. It trim to. That is, of course, unless the 
blame municipal i t ies,  issue of high tax b .ills fades 
labelling as sncakey and into the background by the  
deceptive local governments time of the next elections. 
Secondary Industry 
Eleven months ago, the federal government 
designated northern B.C. for assistance under 
the Regional Development Incentives Act 
(RDIA) of the Department of Regional 
Economic Expansion. The budget for our area 
was $20,000,000 over three and a half years, and 
while the program was slow in starting, results 
are now beginning to appear. 
In the past few weeks, three large grants have 
been made to companies establishing secondary 
industries in northern B.C. The establishment of
a new industrial drill bit manufacturing plant in 
Prince Rupert, the re-opening of the old "Uncle 
Ben's "t~rewery in Prince George, and the ex- 
pansion of fish processing facilities in Prince 
Rupert are expected to create, between them, 
close to 100 new jobs. The encouraging fact is 
that all of these jobs are in secondary industries. 
They are, hopefully, the beginning of many more 
such jobs, and the beginning of the diver- 
sification of our northern economy away from 
our traditional reliance on our primary, 
resource-extraction i d~tries. 
For further information on the RDIA p~'ogram, 
and on the government's other industrial 
development initiatives for our area, please do 
not hesitate to write to me, c-o the House of 
Commons, Ottawa, Ontario; K1A 0.X2. No 
postage is required... 
A number of the doctors and the nurses were when I was told mice had run out of a piece of 
recent immigrants from countries where the 
language structure is vastly different from that 
of English. Consequently they have problems in 
understanding spoken English and difficulty in 
making themselves understood. A nurse who 
admitted my son, while I was there, made a 
number "of mistakes in taking down the in. 
formation required. She was from a central 
Euro~an country, and very difficult to 'un- 
derstand. A young Korean doctor was ex- 
periencing 8~milar problems, and a few patients 
who had experienced some of his mistakes were 
dnsl~rately trying to get other doctors assigned 
to them - "anyone but him", one of them openly 
admftted. 
While I was there, an interne using a large 
syringe, attempted to drain an abscess that had 
formed under the incision of the kidney tran- 
splant, sitting on my son's bed, without an 
assisting nurse or aide. 
When I appeared incredulous at some of the 
procedures I observed, I soon found myself 
exposed to a veritable litany of complaints, 
stories of "goof-ups" attd anecdotes which at 
first I refused to believe, expecting they might 
have been the mual "leg pull" given by patients 
to hospital visitors as an exercise in bumour. 
For example, I thought i  was a joke, at first, 
i 
renal dialysis (kidney) machine when it had 
been brought over from another building- until I 
was shown the actual equipment. 
Some of the patients were interviewed and the 
interview run on Winnipeg television, showipg 
'instances of actual mistakes and poor sanitation, 
and care. 
It was a pleasant surprise, therefore, to visit 
• Mills Memorial in Terrace, after I returned,.and 
see the visibly much .higher standards of 
sanitation and hygiene - the sparkling woodwo?k, 
shining floors and gleaming equipment. The 
staff, too, seemed, less harrassed and the 
Patients more relaxed and at ease. A general air 
of informality seemed to pervade those parts of 
the building that I visited. 
The hospitals at Terrace, Kitimat and Rupert 
may not have the last word in all types of 
equipment. (There are no renal dialyzers in any 
of the three, I understand) The three hospitals 
may lack specialists in a number of finportant 
areas. However, for the average diseases and 
emergencies that oceur, residents of the Pacific 
Northwest can consider themselves fortunate 
they do not have to go to the large city centres be  
be treated. 
I know where I would prefer to be cared for, 
should the need arise. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Editor: Dear Sir: 
In 1938, Herman Ransldng, 
then President of the Danzig 
Senate, resigned from 
Hitler's National Socialist 
Party and fled to England to 
live in exile. 
He tried'to warn the world 
Dear Editor: 
We meet o seldom people 
wlio inspire our ideals~ and 
fester hope where apathy 
reigns. Fortunately on the 
June 3rd week-end in Prince 
George, I had (he pleasure of 
sharing some time with such 
an individual. 
~ k " ~ y  Vate.h~,  two of rids ~ i lyear ' s  
Caledonia grads, will be spending Six weeks In Quebec 
City thls summer with the help of funds from the Summer 
Language Bursary Program under the" auspices of the prove the quality of their teaching.. 
In North Amerioa 
I 
illrederal government. The course is designed to mcourageJ 
blIInguallsm ammg young Canadians. A similar program 
allows French teachers to spend time in Quebec to ira. 
Parents are fifth largest ohild killers 
"One man likened me to 
Adolf Hitler," she noted. 
"But after he hoard the 
statistics on. child abuse he 
understood 'why such. a 
serious proposal could he 
recommended asone--and I 
stress, only one-of a series 
of suggestions." 
MS. Van "Stolk, author of 
The Battered Child in 
'She said she favors A similar U.S. 
sterilization as part of the organization based in. 
prevention of criminal Denver, Colo., reported that 
behavior in the family, each year 2,000 American 
"The main thrust of my children die of almse or 
recommendation was that ncgiect. 
we must begin educating The quebes" Youth 
parents," she said. Protect ion Committee 
MS. Van Stolk conceded handled 3,102 cases of child 
the idea  of enforced abnseinitafirstlSmonthaof 
s ter i l i za t ion  appears  operation and said "about 
MON.TREAL (CP) - 
Author Mary Van Stolk says 
she was compared to Adolf 
Hitler for suggesting that the 
federal government enforce 
sterilization of unfit 
mothers. 
MS. Van Stolk, founder and 
president o f  the privately. 
.run Tree Foundation of 
o f  Hitler's tyrranieal 
aspirations ina book tiffed: 
The Revolution of Nihilism 
In effect, he accused an 
apathetic world citizenry for 
continuing to appease the 
arrogant dictator, saying: 
"The temptation f the day is 
to accept the intolerable, for 
fear of worse to come." 
Today, Canedlane again 
tend to "accept the in. 
tolerable for fear of worse to 
come" a clever piny used 
invariably by thee intent 
upon mai~talnlng the . in. 
to le rab le  - including in- 
to le rab le  in f la t ion ,  in- 
to le rab le  unemployment ,  
intolerable government 
spending, a devalued ollar, 
the downgrading of our 
Constitutional monarchy and 
a morally perverted society. 
If canscllans insist upon 
accepting the intolerable, 
either out o f  naievity, 
Ignorance or "the fear of 
worse to come" they will 
HAVE NO ONE TO BLAME 
BUT THEMSELVES FOR 
What Doug Fernette has canada, a body investigating 
done in Kitimat is worth domestic strife, said in a 
spreading far and wide. But recent interview that 
I know that only a few comments he made last 
April before a Senate sub- 
committee investigating 
child abuse have met with 
"open hostility." 
concerned people would 
appreciate the degree of 
caring expressed by Dong 
through his work with 
canada's future adults. 
He is accomplishing many 
things which paid 
professionals could never do 
and I am convinced much of 
OOOL 
canada, told the committee 
that the federal government 
should establish a tribunal to 
test and license prospective 
parents with a history of 
violence and to enforce 
sterilization of unfit 
mothers. 
,.Regional Co.ordinator. Wilmington home. 
Editors note: Mr. Frennette Mrs. Dyson, who was 24 
has been actively working and a little over eight months 
and caring for the youths of pregnant at the time of the 
Kiilmat for several years firs, said she was taking a 
now and has been marked nap after working in her 
with the success of many kitchen. 
"drastic, fascistic and four percent of these 
against God's will. children die of their injuries, 
"But your attitude may while over 30 percent suffer 
change when you consider psychological effects for the 
that parents are the fifth rest of their lives." 
largest killer of children in caonda-wide, about 9,000 
North America, after ac- cases of child abuse are 
ctdonts, cancer, eongonitel reported annually. But Ms. 
WILMINGTONi Del. (AP) might eventually force all 
his snceess (inaddition to his.  _ Two cats who kept their together and never do prospective parents to seek 
personal qualities) is ~, . t  ,~ , , , t ,o  me hOD, , ,  ,,o 
because he is ,a volunteer, w. . . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  that. So I woke llconces. 
. . . . . . .  kitchen have been honored AlSO me memocrs ot me f-r . . . . . .  ~- . . . .  Pierre The living room was filled "Yes, it might. But it's a 
U | | tWULU|n  U~f v~TUV. Youth Council deserve a ~ - . with smoke and the kitchen small price to pay when you 
au vent. consider the cost large congratulations and ,i,1.,, ., ~0,0 ~;u  o .a  was in f lames, she recalled, enormous 
6aa~ ~v,  ~ t u ,  68rout  wu~ thank you for serving others ~v,,o, ow~t,o,od *h,,h- The cats were takm to the to society of not protecting 
........ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  governor's office Monday to its children, in terms of 
in Kitimat. mistress, SusanDyson, from receive the William O. crime, medicalexpenses and Sincerely ours. 
a nap one evening last Stlllman Award of the soon." 
Ed Taylor, February just as smoke and. American Humane • In June, 1976, the Red Cress Kalowna 
flames began to fill her Association. Wushingten.bused National 
abnormalities and Van Stalk feels the figure is 
OnTSl .ooo She was unmoved when "Hypocrisy isone of the 
• • told that her 
were just mak~/g noise mendation.-if  
up." 
The award is given to 
people who risk their lives 
saving animals and to 
animals who sav~ humans,. 
said Patricla Prescott, 
• executive director of the 
recom- lz~ne reasons the family 
adopted-, lsn'tworking," said Ms. Van 
Stoik, a divorced 47.year-old 
mother of three. 
"In order to perpetuate the 
myth that every child is the  
child of good parents, most 
physicians don't report cases 
of child abuse-no matter 
how grms. 
"'The absolute right of the 
father since Roman times is 
being carried on," she ad- 
ded. "We still have to deal 
NCe~tor on Child Abuse and with sect ion 43 of the 
egloct said it was Criminal Code." 
• reasonable to assume there The section gives parents, 
were one million cases of teachers and any person in a 
child abuse and neglect position of authority the 
annunlly,..aithongh not all right to use force in 
are reported, disc!pifne. 
THE CONSEQUENCES, Youth Council endoavours. "The cats came into the Delaware Humane 
It is agreed, Dong Frmnette bedroom and they caused a Association and a director' of ' 
Yours sincerely, deserves much more credit ruckus," Mrs. Dyson said. the American' Humane ' '  i TERRACE/K IT IMAT | 
Patriein Young than he gets as a volunteer. "They weren't fighting, they Associatlon. , .  " 
Canad h lp Caribb kid daily horald I"- 
i i 
a e s ean  $ o_ . ,o . . . , _  - _ , . . .  
Circulation. 635.6357 .Sterling Publishers 
Dear Sir: 
Once again, I want to 
report o your readers on the 
success of the Caribbean 
Hearing Aid Program oc- 
ordinated by the Ontario 
Ministry of Education, 
During 1977, Dr. Donald 
Hood, Audiologist, and Mrs. 
Hood, a Speech Therapist, 
visited St. Vincent in the 
have been fitted with he~ring 
aide denatod~o this program 
by Canadians from coast to 
coast, An~, like all suc- 
cessful ~-gotng and 
voluntary programs we are 
again in need of discarded 
hearing aide." 
Anyone with a hearingaid, 
in any condition, is invited to 
support this small but 
West Indies where they did productive effort to help the 
follow-up, work on children deaf children in St. Vincent. 
previously fitted with Hearing aids may be 
hearing aids; conducted mailedto: 
testa nd fitted aids for Other . Project Hearing Aids, 
deaf children. Student Activities Branch, 
At this time, 65 children Ministry of Education, 
Ontario 
19th Floor, Mowat Block, 
Queen's Park, Bay Street, 
Toronto, Ont. M7A 11,2 
On behalf of the deaf 
children who have already 
benefitted from this 
. program, and these who 
have yet to enjby the world of 
sound, I thank your readers 
for their warm response to 
my previous appeals. 
Sincerely, 
George J. Mason 
TODAY IN IIISTORY 
By THE ('ANAI)IAN PRESS 
1778--Beau Brummel. the 
English man of fashion, was 
bern, i 
1848--Paul Gauguin; 
French artist, was born. 
1940--Singer Tom ,hess 
was born. 
1969---Rev. John Burgess 
was elected the first black 
bishop of America's 
• Episcapal church. 
1973--West (;erman Chan- 
,:el!t),' Willy Brandt, on a 
vtslt to Israel. denounced the 
Nazi persecution of Jews. 
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Regional soccer 
starts finals 
Afean, Lmo Canadian, and ' Sunday" June 18th at 
A.W.T. Kiflmat are in group 2:00p.m. Fun Centre 
one. They will play each defeated Kildala Juniors 6-~, 
Other once. and at 8:00p.m. Terrace beat 
Group two consists of Blackpoel United 3-0. This 
Terrace, Fun Centre, Binck- coming weekend June 941h 
pool United and Ki lda la  and 25th each team will play 
Juniors, which took the two games completing the 
Kitsmast Villages spot as round robin. The games wi l l  
tbeywentoutoftowntoplay, be played at 2:00 and 
Saturday June .17th 6:00p.m. on both days and ou 
Euronan defeated Alean 6-1 bothfieldsinKillmat. Group 
at ~:00p.m. Also at 6:00p.m. one will play their games at  
Luso Canadian over A.W.T. theHighSchool, grouptwo at 
9-1. Riverledge. 
K i t imat  f ie Ids 
ased 
Each Regional team 
played their first game on 
theway to the July 1st finals. 
The teams were divided into 
two groups of four, with the 
first team in each group 
playing the final on July tst 
for first and second places. 
The two second place 
teams will play far third and 
fourth pinees. E,roean. 
Cmmel takes Diplomats to victory , 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Paul Cannell, the leading 
scorer for Washington this 
season, added two Koala to 
his total, Nm 11 and 12 and 
assisted on soother Tuesday 
night, leading the Diplomats 
to a 4-0 North American 
Soccer League victory over 
Los Angeles Aztecs. 
A crowd of. 9,621 saw 
Washington secur its hold on 
second place in the National 
Conference 's  Eastern  
Division. 
Ken Mokgo|owa scored the 
game's first goal in the 121h 
minute, connecting on a 20- 
yard shot with help from Jim 
Steele. 
In the only other NASL 
game, Houston Hurricane 
defeated Chicago Sting 3-2. 
Washington made it 2-0 
less than three mintues into 
the second half when Gary 
Darrell worked his way 
around goalie Bob Rigby and 
• angled in a 10-yarder. 
cauneil and Sakib Vlleskic 
assisted on the play. 
Cannell headed in Ray 
Graydon's low centreing 
pass from eight yards out in 
the 52nd minute for his first 
score. His second came in 
the 73rd minute, when he 
knocked in a rebound off a 
shot which hit the crossbar. 
Dale Russell scored on a 
rebound from four yards out 
nine minutes into overtime 
to lead the Hurricane. 
Redimir Stefanovic bad 
gives Houston a 2-2 tie, 
scoring with 18 seconds 
remaining in regulation 
play. The goal was Stofa- 
novic's first of the season as 
was Russell's winninu score. 
• The Sting opened the 
scoring at 3:39 on a head shot 
by Derek.Spalding who took 
a perfect pass from Karl- 
Heinz Granitsh. However, 
the Hurricane counternd at 
34:45 on a penalty kick by 
lan Anderson. The Sting re- 
gained the lead at 77:10 on a 
12-yard shot by Jorgen 
Chrtstemea to set up the 
tying g0al by Stofunovic. 
Firby pushes swimming dubs 
A young commercial rtist 
from Montgomery, Alabama 
moved to Vancouver whoa 
he was 23. And in his 31 years 
in Canada, he has probably 
,lone more for the sport of 
swimming than any other 
person. 
How~ird Firby, recently 
inducted into the British 
Columbia Sports Hall of 
Fame and~ Museum, is 
prohably host known as 
coach of the "Mighty 
Mouse," Elaine Tanner, but 
his accomplishments began 
much sooner and are still an 
on.going thing. 
Pirby developed 11 of the 
20 World Record holding 
swimmers in Canada's 
history of the psort. Four of 
his swimmers - -  Tanner, 
Ralph HuRon, Helen and 
Mary Stewart • --  are 
members of the B.C. Sports 
He fouhded the Cunadmn 
Dolphin Swim Club in 1956 
and coached there .for 11 
years, winning the Canadian 
Team Title six consecutive 
years, from 1951 thrn~t  to 
'67. His Dolphins set more 
than 300 Canadian Senior 
Records and won more than 
f00 events in Canadian 
Championships. 
He was Canada's National 
Coach for the 1958 British 
Empire Games in Cardiff, 
Wales; Head Coach for the 
1964 Olympic Swim Team in 
Tokyo; coached Canada's 
swimmers in the 1966 
.Commonwealth Games in 
Jamaica. He also took teams 
to the Soviet Uuinm in IM~ • 
and to South Africa in ~.  
In Cardiff, every swnnmer 
on the team earned at least' 
one medal and Ftrby's own 
Margaret lwasshi wen three 
Early 
birds 
MK Report, by Don Pearson, 
Custom Sports 
The' tides this mern~ at 
MK Bay marina re, high at 
3:45 p.m. with 14.6 feet, low 
at  9:20 a.m. with .1 feet. 
Yesterday the weather was 
good for fishing. Reports 
that I got were all very good. 
Jesse Falls fishing showed 
small Springs. Also, good 
fishing was in the Sue 
Channel waters for small 
Spring, and reports of a 1~ 
. pound Cohoe came in from 
there. 
The last report I got from 
the fish trap area.was that a 
boat limited out with four 27 
pound fish. 
The Klltmat river has a 
good run of Spring in it now 
with fairly good returns on 
the traditional principle 
"The early bird gets the 
worm", like at 4:30 a.m 
Tennis. 
topper 
Bern in Kamloopa ou June 
4th, I993, Marjerie Lesming, 
one of the newest members 
of the B.C. Sports Hall of 
Fame, began her all- 
enc~mpossing domination of 
womm's tmnls at the tender 
age of 12, when she captured 
bar first of four successive 
B.C. girls under 16 titks. 
After winning her third 
under 16 title, MarJorie 
formance in the pooi in became the permanent 
Tokyo was the best by this holder of the Pcoley Cup. 
country since 1921. And She put the cup up for 
Tanner'won four gold and • competition again the 
three silver medals at the'68 followu~ year and won it 
~ammonw_e~ Games. 
In 1966, Ftrby founded a~d 
was the First President of 
the Canadian Swimming 
Coaches Association. He quit 
coaching to become the First 
President of the Canadian 
Coaches 
Association. He quit 
coaching to beonme the 
Techninal Advtsor-Dlrncter 
ef the Canadian Amateur 
Swimming Association in 
1970. An.d he held that poet 
through '72. 
"What has h~ done la-~y? 
Well I~'s living in Victoria 
coachin~ and ~velopiug the 
budding Cobs Swim Club and 
he's writing a training 
back. 
She was as equally un- 
baatable when she moved up 
to the women's ranks. 
MerJerie won the singles, 
doubles (with sister Hope) 
and mixed doubles (with 
John Proctor) at the Victoria 
• City Clay Court chum- 
piomhips in 1922 and 1923. 
• She was the B.C. singles 
chump in 1933 end was voted 
the outstanding tennis player 
in the Province that year for 
the first time. 
She was chosen as the 
outstanding player in British 
Columbia in 1924, 1925, 1936, 
1930 and 1931. 
In 1935, she wen 
everything there was to win 
Hall of Fame and Museum. medals. Canada's .per- manual 
' i " " Pentatldetes core over umeneanb , 
b~, Lyle Sanderson 
In a solid overall effort, the 
Canadian pentathlon team 
defeated the USA by more 
than 900 points in the first 
Canada-USA indoor team 
pentathlon, held in March at 
the Air Force Academy, 
Colorado Springs. Canada 
wound up with 15,900 points 
to 14,989 for the USA. 
The match involved six 
.,thletea per team, with the 
top four to score in the team 
comvetitlan. 
Diane Jones-Konihowski 
put together a balanced 
effort to s-core 4485 points. 
She finished first in each of 
the first four events and was 
only 0.4 see behind Jill Ross 
in the 800m. 
' Jones-Konibewski's score 
is the best on record indoors 
by a Canadinn since the 800m 
replaced the 200m, but the 
score will not be accepted as 
a Canadian record because 
of an over-sized competition 
track. 
She stsrtect sxo~vly with 
performances of 8.5 soc in 
the 60m hurdles and 14.53m. 
in the shot.' She high jumped 
1.76m and long jumped 
marginal foulat OVer e.~0m.) points to finish fifth. Sandra 
In the 800m, Jones- Cooper, another newcomer 
Konlbowski led past 495m in to the national team, 
68 sec and went with Roes equalled her pentathlon best 
.when Ross took the lead with 'in high Jump and finished 
300m to go. Jones-. slTth overall with 3732 
KonlhowskPs time of ~:19.3 points.. 
i s  only 1.~ see off her all time Veteran Sue Summers 
bast. Afterwards, she said 
she felt her effort would be 
worth a sub-2:13 at sea level. 
The altitude of 7200 feet 
lind ndvemse effects on al l  the 
runners in 800m with moet 
times from five to 15 soc 
slower than the athletes' 
recent bests. " ' 
Jill Ross, in her first mast 
as a-member of a senior 
Canadian team, scored 3922 
points to take second, 
moving from seventh to 
fourth with an tadoer per- 
scunl best 5.97m long jump 
and thea picking up two 
more places with a 2:18.9 in' 
the S99m. .. 
Linda Cornelius led the 
American team with an 
indoor personal best 
polata to takellflrd spot, with 
team mate Mary Harrington 
scoring a personal best 3824 
points for fourth. 
equalled her all :t ime best 
• with a 5.81m long Jump, but 
was badly affected by the 
altitude in 950m and finished 
seventh overall with 3725 
points. Debbin Day, who was 
very ill theday  prior to 
competition, scored only 3281 
points for twelfth, bat still 
recorded a personal best 
5.37m long jump. 
The Canadian team bad' 
• aimed to win the competition 
without aking into account 
Jones.Konthowski'n score. 
They achieved this goal by 
more than 150 points. 
in Canada. As usual, she 
wonthe  B,C.. Singles, 
Doubles, 'Mixed "Doubles. 
Then she'tock her partners to 
the Canadian titles in the 
Women's Doubles, with 
'Heion 'Tallow and Mixed 
Doubles with Procter. 
She  added the Oregon 
State singles crown/to her+' 
B.C. and Canadian singles' 
titles in 1926. 
With her sister Hope, 
MerJorie won the Canadian 
Doubles in 1930 and in 1932, 
as well as the Eastern 
Canadian Doubles in 1932. 
She also went to Forest 
Hills in 1932 and got to the 
third round of singles before 
losing. She and Hope lost in 
the double to the British 
• .champions at Forest Hills. 
• Besides tennis, MarJorie 
taught goH and badminton at: 
U.B.C. from 1947 to 1959. She 
was the second seeded 
badminton player in Canada 
in 1929. 
 dian filly falls 
A,~COT, England (CP) - -  
A day of spills and thrills at 
Royal Ascot brought an 
unexpected twist Wednesday 
for Canadian owner Richaed. 
Beunyeastle. 
The Calgary publisher's 
,Joanna Morgan; bad no luck 
in the Queen's Vase. She 
finished well behind Le 
• MOSs, the 7 to 4 favorite. 
I 
.REMEMBER WHEN .'.. 
• The United States won the 
Westchaster polo cup. 39 
Alouettespassing ame Stressed 
By AL McNEIL Eskimos--25-19 the same 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  night. 
When Joe Seaaneila rrived The Lions will try to make 
to replace the con~rvative- i t  two straight tonight when 
minded Mary Levy as coach they visit Ottawa Rough 
of Montreal Alouettes for the Riders in the only game 
19";7 ~.asou one of his first scheduled. 
promises was to stress the While Scannella praised 
passiuggame. . " his offensive unit and And Seaunella held true to 
his word Tuesday night as 
the Alouettes defeated 
Calgary Stampeders 14-12 to effort before 28,484 Olympic 
leave both clubs with 1-1 Stadium fans wasn't really 
devastating. 
records inCanadian Football But had a total offence of, 
League exhihition plaY. 280 yards, with all but 95 
The Alouettes ~6pped a coming by way of the aerial 15-9 decision to British 
Columbia Lions in Van- attack 
couver June 13, while the The defending Eastern 
Stamps were defeating their Football Conference and 
Western Football Con- Grey cap champions needed 
ference rivals-Edmonton a 20-yard touchdown naso 
Wor ld  Cup B group  
dec is ive  on  f ina ls  
BUENOS AIRES (Reutcr) 
- -  Four teams, so diversive 
in style but welded together 
by a common desire to win 
soccer's greatest prize 
today launch their bid to 
reach the World cap final. 
Holland, Italy, Brazil and 
Argeatinn are the only teams 
• left with realistic hances of 
making i t  to Sunday's final 
at the River Plate Stadium. 
Holland, the tournament's 
top scorer bat subject to 
twists of form, takes, on 
.Italy, trying to regainthe zip 
which made it the best team 
of the first round, in the 
• match to decide the final 
qualifier from Group A. 
The outcome of th i s  
European contest will be. 
known, when Brazil meets 
Poland and Argentina plays 
Peru in the decisive matches 
in Group B. 
Brazil and Argentina re 
level on points, but Brazil 
has scored one more goal. If 
both teams win, group 
platings will be decided on 
goal difference. 
Reigning champion West 
Germany has a remote 
chance of reaching the final 
while Poland clings to 
similar hopes in Group B. 
CHANCES SLIM 
- West Germany's only 
chance is to b/mr Austria by 
five goals and hope that the 
Italy-Holland match ends in 
a draw. Poland's place in the 
final depends on its beating 
Brazil while Argentina loses 
to Peru. 
Barr ing these remote 
possibilities, a Europe-South 
America final is certain. No 
European team has ever wou 
a World Cup final in South 
America since the tour. 
nameat began in 1930. 
The contrasts between the 
expected four final con. 
tenders are sbarpl~, evident. 
Brazil and Italy are old 
bands at the business of 
winning World Caps with 
five titles and seven finals 
between them. 
On the other hand, Holland 
and Argentina have nwer 
won the cup and have each 
reached only one final. 
Each team has its ad- 
mirers. Holland leads in 
scoring with 12 goals in five 
matches while Brazil has the 
best defeace with only one 
goal conceded. 
Italy has looked the best 
team while Argouflna has 
the great advantage of 
"playing in front of its own 
falls. 
Holland is' uurecogaisable 
from the team that struggled 
through the first'round. 
OVERCAME INJURIES 
Since injuries robbed the 
Dutchmen o f  three ex- 
perieseed players and they 
were forced to bring in a trio 
from quarterback Joe 
Barnes to veteran tight end 
Peter Dulls Riva in the third 
quarter, which Don Sweet 
converted, for the victory. 
BIG QUARTER 
In all, the Ala scored 11 
dropped the ball about four 
yards deep in the Montreal 
end zone. 
Calgary's Alex Morris fell 
on the ball for the Stamps 
only touchdown and McFall 
converted. The Stamps other 
points in that quarter with points came early in the first 
Wally Buono hitting far a 58- quarter when they grounded 
yard single, and Don Sweet Montreal quarterback Sonny 
promised/'it will get bet. for a 38-yard field goal as Wade in the end zone for a 
tar," his clab's offensive well as the converted touch- safety touch and when 
down. Sweet had a 25-yard McVall.kicked a 38-yard field 
three-pointer early in the gool in the second quarter. 
second quarter. Of the three quarterbacks 
The Aionettes appeared to Scannella used--Wade, 
be getting stronger and Barnes and Larry 
cruising along on a 14-5 Lawrence-Barnos was the 
cushion in the early minutes most effective. Scannella 
of the final quarter, md praise for his dofence 
However, during a third- which "played a solid game 
down pant hy Calgary's ensiways,"andgaveupouly 
Cyr i l l e  McFall, Montreal three points on McFail's 
rookie Robert Trudean field goal. 
short of'the team which lost 
2-1 to West Germany in the 
1974 final, the Dutch bays 
that one easmtlal ingredient 
that makes champions- 
. ennfldm~ce. 
The Dutch have yet to' 
name their .line-up but Italy 
has already announced it 
will keep virtually the same 
, team as against Austria. 
While Italy and Holland 
have the satisfaction of 
knowing that their fate 
depends solely un their own 
efforts, Brazil and Argentina' 
may have to rely on a 
computer-or even a 
drawing of Iota--to separate 
them in Group B. 
Kitimat loses rugby title 
Compliments, The Ingot. 
Kitimat rugby team 
relinquished their one year 
reign as Carling O'Keefe Cup 
rugby chmmpions by drop- 
ping three of four matches in 
this year's cup playdowns 
held in Prince George. 
In their showdown last 
weekend Kiflmat got off to a 
promising start  w i th  a 
convincing 28-10 drubbing 
ever the Prince George B 
outfit. 
. squad for a 26-6 shellacking. 
Again Adrian Jones provided 
the spark for the Kitimat 
offense scoring all six points 
in the losing battle. 
Kltimat got off to a quick 
start in the Sunday contest 
agaimt Kamloups, but came 
out on the short side of the 
score board losing 25-9. 
Adrian Jones maintained 
his scoring magio, tallying 
all the Kitimat markers. 
The local gang took ad, The Kamlonpa victory on- 
vantage of their own op- sured that team the 
portuuities in the Saturday challenge cup for 1978. 
battle leaping to a 9-0 score Kitimat continues its road 
~th  the points coming from show this Sunday when they 
a converted try by Barry tangle with Terrace at the 
Parker and a pmalty sh.ct Caledonlahlghschsolat2:00 
rocketed by Adrian Jones. p.m. 
The Brazilian progress In fact, Parker and Jones They are also looking 
may thrill their partisan, proved to be  a deadly ahead to participati~ in the 
• supporters, but their style of comhinatiea and locked up Victoria rugby festival this 
play has been anything but the victory with their series September. The team is still 
and it is doubtful of tries. 'hunting for new members 
'whether any member of the The teams' exuberance and practices are ridded 
present team wm become a was short lived however,'as Monday and Thursday at 
• heaseholduame in the man- the Prince George A unit 5:20p.m.attbaH/nchCreak 
nor of Pain. breezed by the Kitimat Park. 
 qquz ,/nol  
outstanding filly Enatone years ago today--in 19~--by of youngsters, Holland has 
6.19m, her best results of the Canadians took the next Spark was heavlly favored to beating Britain 9-4 in the played with a newly- 
season ir, betJ~ events. (In three places as veteran Llz win Ascot's ane-mlle seco. nd game of three, after discovered verve. 
the long jump, she bad a McBlain accumulated 3761 CorenaflonStakea, oneofthe wioning the first. Although still some way 
featured races. But the filly 
Ho++ter+.+t+e n ,ooa.  0 . . , .o r0r , ,n . za . .on .  Pan-Am bronze  ' ~n~h with Ridaneas second. Neither the "horse nor 
Matthew Fisher for uonada before and jockey Enrie Johnson ~[~ 
Ca'nada's men's basketball of them bad been on hurl 
team tockthebronzemedal Canada's Olympicteam. EnstonSparkwonthcl,068 '!'simply Local News at the recent Pan-Am~iean "With many.of our morn Guineas at  Newmarket a 
c h a m pi o n s h i p s, t h e experienced playtrs tied up month ago and is regarded 
Cristobal Colon Cup,in with school o r  playing as one of the top fillies in 
Buenos Aires. commitments eisewher~, I Britain. 
The medal was Canada's ~ ~ 
aft~ an overtime victory Bennycaslle, who came 
over Puerto Rico on the last 
day of competition. The 
United States won the 
competition despite losing 
,, twice to Puerto Rico, With 
the host nation, Argentina, 
taking second. Canada 
finished the eight-nntior 
tournament with a three and 
threa'won-lost record. 
"We achieved our goal," 
said conch Jack Don0hue. 
"We wanted to qualify for 
next year's Intercontinental 
Cap and to do that, we bad to 
finish.in the first five.. The 
Intercontinental Cup in. 
wives competition between 
the best basketball teams in 
the Americas and Europe. 
Throughout the .weak-long* 
competition in Argentina, 
Doushun exi3erimented'wlth 
hisyoung team. Only five'of 
the players had ever played 
didn't have mush choice," 
said Donohue. "I ,wanted to 
see some of the gays I didn't 
know too mush'abaui." 
Guard Jay Triune ira. 
pressed with his ~lofeaeive 
play and his shooting from 
the outside, while forwards 
Ted Upsbaw and Tom'Bishop 
were prominent scorers and 
reheundecs. The t~o key 
men in the Canadian attack 
undon defense were Jim 
Zoet, the towering seven foot 
centre, avd high school 
s~satiou Leo Runtius. 
The men's team,. 
strengthened bythe addition 
of four of its five Olympic 
starters, will spend.most o f  
the summer training in 
Ottawa. They'll compote in 
tournaments in Mexico, 
Brazil, Englpnd, and 
California before flying to 
Manila for the world 
championships in October. 
from Canada to+ view 
Wednesday's race, Is ex- 
pected to ship her to.Canada 
for breeding purposes when 
the season here ends. 
Photo flnl~eb Were 
order of the day at  Ascot. 
Fear Naught, at 12 to I, beat 
Pctronlsl, a20 to I shot in the 
featured Royal Hunt Cap 
over a mlle. 
• Greenland' Perk narrowly 
defeated KiliJaro in the 
Quean Mary Stakes. ' 
"The second das; of. the 
Ascot meeting brought out. 
the usual collection of ladies 
fashions, although some of 
the more exotic bats proved 
v.~acticol in the blustery 
The first woman ever to 
ride in the 268-year history of 
the meeting, Welsh-born 
or Call us we w/ll be happy to print your story. 
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Terrace women top Sndthers tourney 
Terraces' Mr. Mike--s Top batters in the game fer game with a run scoring 
Women's fastball club put Terrace were Linda Juba double. 
together four solid ball game and Penni Anderson, each On Sunday morning 
the Smithers annual tour. 
eamnnt his past weekend. 
This was the second time 
in three years that a Terrace 
team brought home top 
honours from Smithcrs. 
In the final game on 
Sunday Mr. Mike's defeated 
a young 'but capable 
ltazelton Cosmos quad 2- 0. 
The game went right dawn to 
the final innings with Mr. 
Mike'e scaring their two runs 
in the bottom of the sixth and 
then having to holc~ off a 
Cosmos rally in the top of the 
sevnnth. 
wins to capture top spot in with a single R.B.I. far the 
game. 
T0 reach Sundays final Mr. 
Mike's defeated Kispiox 16 - 
6 in their first game on 
Saturday. Penni Anderson 
drove in four runs and 
PattiHarrla had three. 
Terrace's next game, 
Saturday, was a preview of 
the final that was to come 
Sunday. Terrace edged the 
Cosmos 3 - 0. Roxy Wan- 
derheuien slammed a home 
run early in the game to 
Ixovide the margin of vie- 
tow. Mee Nicholson added 
an insurance run late in the 
Terrace had their eaeiest 
game of the tournament, ~ 
blasting Burn's Lake 25 - 1 
after 5 innings, 
Two Terrace players 
picked up individual awards 
for thdr play; Linda Juha 
was named the b~t pitcher. 
.She picked up the win in all 
four of the Mr. Mike's 
games. Penni Anderson was 
chosen thehest batter of the 
tournament. 
Next action for Mr. Mike's 
is this weekend at a tour- 
namcot in Ktspiox 
Canucks  cont inue  to  bu i ld  
VANCOUVER (CP) 
Vancouver Canucks com- 
pleted the first phase of their 
rebuilding program Monday 
with the announced signing 
of high, scoring junior cuntro 
Bill Deringo to a four.year 
National Hockey League 
contract. 
Derlaga, 19, is the third 
centre acquired by the 
Canucka since the end of the 
1977-78 season. Vancouver 
has missed the NHL playoffe 
the last two years and 
general manager Joke 
Milford has dipped into the 
club's cash reserves in a 
generous spending spree. 
Milford has signed four 
Swedish players, including 
free agent centre Roland 
Erikason of Minnesota North 
Stars, and now has saves 
new players under contract, 
plus two more dralt choices 
apparently ready to sign. 
"We've made a lot of 
changes and now we have 
some players who will be 
available for trades," 
Milford said Monday. "We 
knew that we had to change 
the personnel around and we 
should make even more 
changes now that we've got a 
surplus of players." 
Eriksson and Thomas 
Gradin of Sweden join 
Deringo as the Canucks' new 
c~tros. Swed/sh defea- 
ceman Lars I.,indgren and 
Laro Zetterstroem also have 
signed in an attempt to 
upgrade the defence. 
Randy Holt, a defenceman 
with a tough-guy reputation, 
was added last week in the 
NHL dispersal draft after 
the~ merger of Cleveland 
Ba~oes and the North Stars. 
Goaltmdor Gary Bromley, 
who helped Winnipeg Jets to 
the World Hockey 
Association title, was signed 
to an NHL contract last 
month by Milford. 
The Canucks have 
unloaded only four players 
from last season's team. 
Goaltendor Cesare Maningo 
retired, forward. Mike 
Walton was traded to St. 
Louis Blues fer a draft 
choice, defeaeeman Claire 
Alexander signed with the 
WHA Edmonton Oilers and 
forward Gerry O'Flaherty 
was released and signed with 
Minnesota. 
"We ~onsidor l~rlago the 
top goal scorer in junior 
hockey last season and we 
expect him to continue to 
have that reputation• in
Vancouver," said Milford. 
"Derlago and the other 
additions will give us much 
more competition fur jobs at 
training camp. 
"I think the veterans are 
getting the message: show 
up to camp in shape and 
expect a fight for your job." 
Milford said new coach 
Harry Neale, formorly with 
New England Whalers of the 
WHA, wants big, strong 
skaters next season and 
Deringo is a welcome ad- 
dltion. 
Derlngo said he doesn't 
expect to have too much 
trouble ma~'  the tran- 
sition from major junior 
hockey to the NHL because 
"I think I can handle mest, 
situations•" 
"I'm really not a fighter, 
but I won't back down and I 
think I can handle myself if I 
have to," he said. "I plan to 
be in good condition when I 
get to camp." 
Derlago said his succcee in 
junior came ~om having 
good coruermea who got him 
the puck ht the slot area, 
where his quick shot 
preduced ~ goats in 52 
games last .saaseo. He 
scored 96 goals the previom 
year. 
"I don't like to use the 
slap-shot and I don't practice 
it, ~' he added. "I like to'shoot 
quick and hit the net as often 
as possible." 
He said hie defensive 
ability has always been a 
weak polut, hut"it's tough to 
backcheck when you've 
always got the puck." 
TODAY IN HISTORY 
BY THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Emperor Frederick 
Barharosea of the Holy 
Roman Empire drowned 788 
years ago today--in ug0--in 
the River Calycadnus, 
Cilicia, while on the Third 
Crusade. This allowed the 
¢.al~ure of Jenmalem.by Sal- 
adin, chief of ' the Seljuk 
Turks. The ~do united 
the three most powerful 
kings of Christendom: 
Frederick, Richard I of 
England .and. P~.p  II ot l  
e'rance, nut k'nlnp went I 
home after the eapttwe of l 
Aorein 1191 andRichardwas I 
captured and held prisoner I
for three years before being 
ransomed. 
l~l--The Duke of Edin- 
burgh was horn. 
lszz--Judy Garland, 
sLngcractrass-wae born. 
M inor  League 
By THE CANADIAN TESS 
Interanflonal 
Charleston 7 Syracuse 5 
Rochester 7 Columbus 3 
Toledo at Richmond ppd. 
rain 
Pawtucket at, Tidewater 
plxl. rain 
American Association 
Wichita 60klahoma City 2 
Omaha 7 Denver O 
Evansville 5 Indianapolis 4 
Iowa9 Springfldd 6 . .  
Pacific Coast 
Albuquerque 7 Vancouver 
6 
Tacoma 8 Hawaii 5 
Phoenix 9 Spokane = 
Salt Lake 7 San Jose 1 
Portland 9-9 Tu~en 8-11 
Fireworks at Candlestick Park 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
When Cincinnati Reds and 
San Francisco Giants met, 
everyone knew there would 
be fireworks. 
There were--all kinds. 
A San Francisco fan shook 
up things at Candlestick 
Park by tossing a 
firecracker on the field. But 
the real explosion came off 
the bat of George Foster, 
who doubled, tripled and 
homered to lead the Reds to 
a 6-3 victory over the Giants 
Tuesday night. 
"When we're hitting 
good," said Foster, "nobody 
intimidates us--~o matter 
how good they are." 
It was a flashy wny for the 
Reds to open their big threc. 
game series with the Giants. 
The victory in the opener cut 
San Francisco's West lead to 
one game over Sparky 
Anderson's fnst.closins 
team. 
The firewoeks in the 
American League centr~ 
around light hitting Fred 
Stanley, New York Yankees' 
backup ehort~top. Tuesday 
night the lifetime .226 hitter 
his juts his sixth career 
homer--and second grand 
slam--to cap a seven-run 
four.th.inning rally against 
Beeton's Mike Torrez. 
Meanwhile, Reggie 
Jackson added a three-run 
shot'in the ninth and Don 
Guliett scattered five hits as 
the Yankees proved that 
turnabout is fair play--er, in 
the case of a chicken, fowl 
piny-and trounced the Red 
Sex 10-4, the came score by 
which Boston bombed them 
the night before. 
"I went up there an- 
ticipating a equeeze," said 
Stanley. "The pitch was a 
slider hung out over the 
plate. I hit it Just high eaough 
and farenough to get it into 
the net." 
In other American League 
action, red.hot Baltimnre 
Orioles defeated Milwaukee 
Brewers 8.5 and sliced 
Boston's lead in the AL East 
to six games, while Kansas 
City Royals edged Cleveland 
Indians 3-2 and retained 
thclrl½-game lead in the 
West o~/er Celffornin Angele, 
who downed Minneeota 
Twins 10-5. 
Elsewhere, Texas Rangers 
nipped Oakland A's 5-4, 
Seattle Mariners shaded 
Chicago White Sex 4-2 and 
Detroit Tigers o/ltlantad 
Toronto Blue Jays 4-3 in 13 
innings. 
Elsewhere, Rouston 
Astres defeated Los Angeles 
Dodgers 5-3; St. Louis 
Cardinals trimmed 
Philadelphia Philliea 4-2; 
Pittsburgh Pirates dowsed 
Chicago Cuba 6-1; New York 
Meta tripped Montreal 
Expos 3-0 and Atlanta 
Braves turned hack San 
Diego Padres 6.3 in 10 in- 
sings. 
Foster's triple in the 
eighth gave the Reds theft 
winning run. The game ~vas 
tied 3-3 before Foster 
delivered his big rim-scaring 
hit off loser Gary Lavelle. 
The Reds added two in- 
sursnca runs in the ninth on 
Ken Griffey's RBI single and 
an error. 
Cincinnati took a 2-0 lead 
in the first inning off Jdm 
Montefusco. ' Pete Rose 
doubled, Griffey s~crificed, 
Morgan belted asacrifice fly 
and Foster followed with his 
151h homer• 
The game was disrupted in
the bottom of the sixth when 
a fan dropped a firecracker 
behind Fester in le~t fidd. 
The umpires ent the Reds 
off the field for a moment, 
~t  order was. soon restored 
and the 'Cincinnati players 
returned to their padtiom to 
the tune of mixed applame 
and some cheers from the 
mammoth crowd of ~,0~0. 
Astroe S Dodgers 3
James Redney Richard 
and Bo MeLaughlln com- 
blued on an eight-hitter and 
Houston utilized two errors 
by Los Angeles hortstop Bill 
Ruseell in beating the 
Dodgers. The Astres reached 
Los Angeles tarter Tmnmy 
' John for three unearned rues 
in the first inning, aided by 
Russell's errors. 
Cardinals 4 Phililse 2 
Bob Forsoh and Mark 
Liticll combined on a seven. 
hitter and Ken Reitz had two 
RBI hits as St. Louis beat 
Philadelphia. With Littell'e 
help, Foi'sch beat the 
Phtllies for the third time in 
three tries this season. 
Pirates S Cubs 1 
• Bert Blylevea scattered 
nine hits to lead Pittshurgh 
ever Chioagn and spoil Ken 
Holtzmau's first pitching 
stsrt siune rejoining the 
Cube this manth. Holtmnan, 
traded away by Chicago 
after the 1971 season and 
recently reacqnlred from the 
New ~ork Yankees, 'yidded 
the first three Pirate runs in 
tha fourth imdn¢ 
Mets 3 Expos O 
Steve Hendcrson drove in 
two runs with a homer mid 
an RBI ground~ and Ni~o 
Espinesa pitched a four" 
hitter to lead New Yor~ over 
Montreal. Espinoan smlppod 
r • 
• " f inds  hear t  Thur day" fun-night[ Furlano S IS  • ' ' 
Terrace Girls Min°r S° f tba l l "  °f the 8th week I inflamed 
June 13, 28 Squirts • I 
• # • • • 
Linda Juba s Hotshots -  13+ Clarence Michiel TORONTO (CP) - -  Boxer are not mandatory, Furlano "I'dnever had one of these 
Bob S~,ingers - 6 
Pee Wee 
New Quadra Travel - 12 Agar Park 
Lakelse Pharmacy" 9
Midget 
Moose Lodge - 7 Agar Park 
Doc's Cartage - 7 
June 14, ~8 PeeWee 
Northwest Sportsman - 8 Agar Park 
New Quadra Travel - 7 
June 15, 78 Squirts 
Bob's Swingers -16 , Clarence Mieiliel 
Vie Froese - 9 
Pea Wee 
Lakeise Pharmacy - 16 Agar Park 
Camperland - 13 
There. is only one week of house-league ~ play 
left• The official wind-up for this season happens 
at Rotary Park Thursday night with a fun-night 
for the Girls and sponsors. (Anyoneelse con- 
nected to the league will be included.) 
ectrum. 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS lease running back Rod COU- 
BASEBALL mrs. 
American Ter~to Argonauts 
California Aqels 'recall suspend guard Joel Parrish. 
pitcher Dave Frost from Salt Saskatchewan " 
Lake of the Pacific Coast Roughriders release wide 
League. " " receiver Morris Butler, 
New York Yankees sign linebacker Bill Muxlow, 
shortstepRexHudlcr, asoisn defcoelve back Bob.Janee, 
hLm to Oneouts of the New offensive tackle Dave Shnkri 
York-Penn League. ' and defensive nds Bernard 
Toronto Blue Jays Sign Winters and Leon 
pitchers Mike Cue]lar Jr. Lasddewcs. 
and Terry Watidm, and third 
has,nan Dave Baker. NFL 
National Chicago Bears wide 
New York Mets sign short- receiver Randy Vataha 
s top-out f ie lder  Hubi~ announces ret i rement;  
Brooke, assign him to waive tight end Bert Aakou, 
Bob Kowalakowski 
Jackson of the Texas and linebankers Blane 
League. 
Philadelphia Phimes rea0. Smith. 
fir.ate eecond baseman Ted New-Enghmd Pa~'laCs sign 
Sizemore, option eecond .qu~ck  Matt 
baseman Jim Merrison to Cavanaugh. : 
Oklahoma City 89era of the 
American Association. Pittsburgh Steehcs sign 
FOOTBALL defeasive hack Ran Johnson• 
CFL San Frandsco 49ers sign 
Brltbh Coinmbla Llom re- guard Ernie Hughes.. 
I I  ' ]  ' i  [ " i ' ' "  
,.c .;ct-en • • ' h i t t ing . .  
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Why does a chlckea cross 
the bases? To get to the "other" 
side of home plate, of course, 
like after hitting a grand 
slam homer. 
Fred' (Chicken) Stanley, 
New York Yankees' backup 
shortstop, received hie 
nickname for the manner in 
which he runs. Tffesday 
• night, however, the lifetime 
.226 hitter trotted instead of 
running after belting his 
eixth career homer--and 
second grand clam--to cap a 
seven-ran fourth-inning rally 
against Boston's Mike 
Torrez. 
Meanwhile, R~B~e 
Jackson added a three-run 
shot in the ninth and Dou 
Guilett scattered five hits as 
the Yankees proved that 
turnabout is fair play ahd 
ircunced the Red Sox 104, 
the same socre by which 
athree-game pameaallosing Boston bombed them the 
streak while improving his 
recurd to 6-6. He-strnck out night before. In other American League 
five and walked two. action, red-hot Baltimore 
Braves S ,Padres 3 
Run-ecorlng singlee by Orioles defeated Milwaukee 
Brewers 5-5 and sliced 
Dale Murphy and Bob Boston's lead in the At, East 
Homer in the 1Oth inning to six games, while Kansas 
soapped a tie and sent City Royals edged Cleveland 
AUanta over San Diego. With Indians 3-2 and retained 
two out in the 10th, Gary their 1½'game lead in the 
Matthews ignited the .win- 
rally off left-hander West over California Angels, 
Bandy Jones with a triple to who • downed Minnesota 
Twins 10-5. 
centre. After Jones in- Elaewhcre, Texas Rangers 
tentinnaily walked Jeff 
Burrougim, both Murphy and 
Homer followed with sin. 
glen. 
Royafs 3 Indians Z 
Kansas City rallied for two 
• runs in the bottom of the 
eighth nn an error by 
shortstop ~ Tom Veryzer. 
eingles by George Brett and 
Darrell Porter off starter 
Rick Wise and Clint Hurdie's 
grounder off Sid Mengu• 
Winner Larry Gum seat- 
toted eight hits. 
Angels 1O Twins 5 
Brian Downing drilled a 
three-run homer to cap 
California's five-run seventh 
inning and Frank Tanana 
won his l lth game with help" 
from Dyar Miller .in the 
eighth as the Angels ended 
Minnesota's s ix -pme 
winning streak• Tanana 
allowed 10 hits and five runs 
and tied New York's Ron 
Guidry and Moniroel's Ross 
Grlmsley for the major 
league lead in victories. 
Rangers 5 A's 4 
Richie Ziuk, bitless in four 
previous at-bats, singled 
home the winning run with 
ane out in the bottom of the, 
ninth after a walk to Mike 
Jorgeusen, a sacrifice and 
an intentional walk to Bump 
Wills. 
Mariners 4 White Sea Z 
Bruce Bochte's tie'- 
breaking two-run single in 
the eighth, inning lifted 
Seattle to its second victory 
in a row over the White Sex. 
Dan Meyer hit a two-run 
Nicky Furlano is thankful 
that 'Nova Scotia, unlike 
Ontario, has a law that 
requires fighters to undergo 
ECGs--elec- 
trocardiograms--before a 
match. 
The promielng ~-6.year-old 
lightweight was scheduled to 
fight in Halifax next Wed- 
nesday cad, as required by 
Nova Scotia law, undcrweat 
an ECG in Toronto last week. 
' The initial ECG, and 
fur~er "tests at Mount Sinai 
Hospital on.Tuesday, showed 
Furlaun has periearditis, an 
inflammation of the heart 
lining. There is no damage to 
the heart muscle. 
Had his next bout been in 
Ontario, where ECG tests 
PCL leaders 
scramble 
By ,THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
Salt Lake City Gulls used 
home.run power and Albu- 
querque Dukes crambled on 
the hasepaths to remain 
neckand-neek atop the 
Eastern Division standings 
qn the Pacific Coast League. 
All hut two of Salt Lake's 
runs scored on homers 
Tuesday night as the Gulls 
demolished San Jose 
Miesims 7-1, while the Dukes 
capitalized on an error on a 
double steal to equeese past 
Vancouver Canad~aea 7-6. 
. In other games, Tacoma 
.Yankees downed Hawaii 
Ielandel's 5-5, Phoenix 
Giants stomped Spokane 
Indians 9-2 and Portland 
Beavers epilt a doubleheader 
with Tucson, winning the 
opmer 9.6 and droppins the 
n~htcap to the Taros 11-9 in 
etght ~ga.  
Bobby Jones drove in two 
runs with a singie and three 
more with a homer for Salt 
Lake, which also got home 
runs from Tom Smith and 
Sten Clibur~ The. victory 
kept he Culls six percentage 
points ahead of the Dukes• 
Alhuqucrque was trailing 
6-5 with two out and runners 
at first and third in the 
seventh inni~. When the 
Dukes pulled a double steal, 
Vancouver catcher Bruce 
Rabimon threw wildly to 
second, letting both runners 
8core. 
. "~nm sing~m by Bobby 
Brown in the fourth inning 
and Jerry Nerrun in the 
seventh ighlighted four.run 
rallies for Tacoma as the 
Yankees moved to a 31-2- 
game lead over Pertiund in 
the Western Division. 
Tim Norr id 'e three-rUn 
homer keyed a five-run 
Beaver ally in the bottom of 
.the first inning after Tucson 
had opened with four runs in 
the first game. 
In the nightcap, the Toros 
rallied for two russ in the top 
of/he eighth after Portland 
had tied the score in the. 
seventh to sead the game 
into extra innings• 
might have +damaged his 
heart permanently. 
But because the probkm 
was discovered in tim~ it is 
only a temporary setback; 
said Dr. Marvin Sazant, a 
phyeiclan who volunteers hie 
services for local boxing and 
who sent Furiano to Dr. 
Sidney Caries; senior car. 
diolo~ist at Mount Sinai. 
NEEDS REST 
A few weeks, rest and 
medication should lead to 
complete recovery and 
enable him to continue his 
career, Sasant said. 
Furinno lest n disputed 
decision to Jean Lapointe in 
Montreal June 6 while suf- 
fering from the heart con- 
dition which doctors said 
tests before and I just thank 
God I had to take one for the 
fight in Halifax," Furlano 
said Tuesday. 
!'When Fm training I run 
seven to eight miles each 
morning but the last four 
months I've been trying to 
run out a cold. 
"I had chest.pains and had 
to stop for 10 minutes during 
the runs to catch my breath. 
I never said anything to Tray 
Travie (his manager- 
trainer), though. I thought it 
was just the cold• " 
"I want to thank the fight 
people in Halifax. They 
probably saved my career. 
The electrocardiogram for
boxers should be. a rule 
everywbere.' I , 
might have been brought on 
by a nagging •cold. He .  Some people have believed 
complained of chest pains magic can be worked with the 
during that fight, aid of someone's footprint. 
Jockey pays $142-day 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. in Hoag Kong and failed to 
(AP) - -  A federal judge has appear at a June 1 hearing. 
ruled on the side of the Melton issued a summary 
government and said jockey judgment in favor, of the 
Bill Hartock owes more than Internal Revenue Service for 
$I million in back income $1,065,822. This includes 
taxes and  faces daily in- $3~5,413 interest on overdue 
terest charges of $142 until taxes dating back to 1954. 
he pays. The government claimed 
District Judge Howell Hartack, 45,has failed to pay 
Melton entered that taxes of $79,917 f~ 1954, 
judgment Tuesday in a civil $86,286 for 1955, $134,770 for 
suit filed by the government 1956, $209¢039 for 1957, 
against Hartac, who has won $80,322 for 1958, $71,723 for 
five Kentucky Derbies ince 1959 and $89,323 for 1960 as 
1957. He was reported riding well as interest of $325,413. 
Hawks check 
McDonalds 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Mike after the second. 
Reelie scored six goals Gcerdie Dean had two 
Tuesday night to lead goals for Coquitiam while 
¢oquitlam JHawks past singles came from Craig 
VIctoria McDoualds 13-11 in McK~.ie, Dave Shillington, 
a Western Canada Junior Tom Barichello, Colin 
Lacrosse League game. Broomfield and Tony 
The last-place J-Hawke Delmonica. 
earned their second victory Wayne Reeve led Victoria 
o~ the season, while Vic- with three goals as team- 
. torin's record fell to 7-9. mates Mike Game, Russ 
The teams were tied 2 -~-+ Kennedy, Mark Roberts, 
after the first period and Murray McLaren and John 
Ccquitiam held a 7-6 edge Carruthers scored one each. 
+E,: 2m ,+  
" '  a 
Prov, nc al 
The biggest Provincial yet! and still only $5! 
NOW ON SALE 
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OI  
nipped Oskla.d A's., homer for i '  
Seattle Mariners shaded other rune while J im j l  j • 
Chicago White Sex 4-2 and Broaseale hit a pair of ' ~i~, t 
Detroit T ie rs  outlasted homers fo~ Chicago. ;::, ......... ~.~•~ ............ ~ ............................................................................ :~..~ ~•~••••..••....,.•..~.~:.•:.:~:,..., 
Toronto Blue Jays 44 in 19 Tigers 4 BlueJays 3. - ~ . " :  ~ ' • ' ~ . . . . .  :':~. 
ToneinningS'z, the Yaukees' 1977 John Wcekenfuss and !!~ ~ [ A ,~, ,aa  ~a a ~ m ~ ,~.  I . L  A '  ;:."]: 
Jason Thompson ripped :.:.:.:. ~d~L~~"~.~J~ [ r "~|  | I ,1~| |  |[,..~__ts~_t,~ i~i~ 
World Serias pitching hero, consecutive doubles off Mlke i : i :  ~ A s  .~v  • • w=~s~es  s~,w~.w~,.F " :~.~ 
held his former team-mates Wi]liswithaneoutin'thel$th '::.:_i ~#~" ~ u ,~ s as . s • • :~'! i' 
hitless before Willie Ran- inning for the run that !;:.i ~ - M0|  I I$ |ea  III our  i:i: iii 
dolph led off the fourth with a snapped the Tigers' sevm- ~'i' J~ '  ' _ . _  . . . .  " " - -  !i~i i~ 
double and Thurman game' loeing streak. ~;.:'. J l~ /~ I I  [ ]  Ts l  n - ' .AA I - , . .  !!!1 
Munson beat out an infield Thompson singieo a run : i ~ r ~  I~aUs  IV I  I~ l l~U| l~| Jn  ~i:~ 
hit, One out later, Chris home in the first inning and ~I~i~- '~ . ' '.i:~ 
Chambltes singled to cut scored on a wild pitch in the ~ ~ '  • i:~ 
Nettles eingled to load the / 
haees and Gary Thoma- -  ii:~ ! hit a two-run double, . , " ii'i ~ / WATER LILY SAY RESORT. 798-2267 
We , re  . , . . .  w . - . .  +o , .  . , , . ,  ,o ,,oo walked intentionally to fill SSBy i~i : 
thehases,'Staaleyliqedal.1 PRE BOYD$ IODY SHOP 6 9 i ' ';'; ' - 35. 410 ' i~:l pitch into'the Kreun for his REMEMBER WHEN ,.. i:i! 'B, • ~"  .. • ' .:::1 
first h0m~ and first four bleTyelerC~r:edan~ithe~ I~ LIS£eO--,., +, , , ,o - , , , - - , ,  • • " .. + 
RBI of the season, red hair, won the Canadian l!i _ L-- - . ~- ' . ~ iii~l 
' Orlolee 8 Brewers, S indoor championsh ip  at , •.,P: . . . . . J~  ~ --~__.~M~'~ •1 Free - for ON E mona'• courtesy" ' m" rH~-" - ,i?l,•. 
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P Scott McGregor sgowed one . . . . . . .  ~+ ,If  you wish  your  Business Phone ~ ~  J ~ E I ~  ++++1 hit for 6 I-3 innings, leading m watch a revw~u ot six-nay :::.~ ......... . . " :::: the Orioles to their 17th bicycle racing, which was ~ ,is!ed for your custo.mers p.lease call U I I I~UIU@OI  ',++g 
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I'COMINQ EVENTS 
19'HELP WANTED 
36. 
FOR HiRE 
43. ROOMS 
FOR RENT 
right to classify ads under 
spproprlate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
snd to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructlens not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advert isement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mai l ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering ~Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advert isements must" be 
r~elved by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vet) leer requesting spat(  
the) the l iabil ity of the 
Hereld In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser fdr only one In-~ 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
Ihen the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Adver t i sements  must  
comply with the Brit ish 
Columbia Human Rights Ad  
which prohibits any ad  
vertlslng that discriminates 
egalnst any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, natlonallly, ancestry 
or place.ot origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: ' 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
.nsertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First laser)inn charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be "made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BGX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED OISPLAY: 
Rates avai lable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per a0ate line. 
Minimum charge $5,00 per 
Insertlon~ 
LEGAL-  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch, 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. " 
CLASSIFIED: 
I:00 p.m. day pr ior  to 
publication day. 
Service charge of $5.00 on al l  
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING OESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 E~by Street 
Terr.ace, B.C. 
• 635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
" Unit every Tuesday from 
1: 30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appolntment 
Held • at Thornhl l i  
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Fr iday o f  every 
, month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
point.men). 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
wr i t ten  consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
"3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap. 
• polntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughoui 
the year at Inlervals fo'r 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental,  
vision, hearing screening 
done: Please phone for 
appolnlment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
lernoon at 1:00 2:00 p.m, 
V.D., CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public healthlnspectors 
MI LLS MEMUR IAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memor ia l  Hospital 
Auxil iary would appreciate 
any donations ot good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THR I FT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 6~35-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazel le ,Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and,13:00 p.m, Thank 
you. (nc) 
A Heather.Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the in. 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
In|erested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to annbunce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
CompJny in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in .  
terested please call 635.3061 
"or. 638-1269 (ctf) 
• Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from •Right.to. 
L'ife promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There !s help 
Available! 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meelings: 
-Men.: 0:30 p .m.  United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat.'8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospllal. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting.  
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Justllled by a bona fide No charge provlcled news . . . . . .  s 't--te "~ In Eb" ,~=.,,t. .^_  ,~ .11 ,*.~ 
requirement Ior. the work submitted within one month..~',.¢.=~'"~r=..'. ,~.~,,~,~',,,o==~ ,'o"=.~".~,,,,o'~u.~,u ,,,~U,,r =,~.,.=~,,~ 
Invotyed, ~:*='~ " !:~'::~ i -.~ ~' ' 00-'~l'OdU~1011T ~ge for :/'*~" . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  " . . . .  "Y '" ~ . . . . . .  P'~v'~ . . . . .  =.":. 
. . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' ; : ~  : r ;  ' ~ F ' ' ,~ . . , , :~ '~ . ~4o assist .wltb any-.sanltatlloo ., and;. the Co-op. A special 
• weuainganaor'engagemenz t';" I ..... " ' ..... " "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , . . . . .  prob eros. thanks to Branch 13 of the 
31~lrlln u r 'UUl l sn~r~ L lU .  p ic tures  News Ol weoa lngs  . " • . . . AUDIOLOGY CLINIC Royal Canadian Legion for 
(wr i te  ups; recelveo on( ' Heldat 4612 Gre!g Avenue. .the benefit dance and the 
Published at Terrace month or more alter evenl Hearing ests wil l  be done by funda they gave us wben we 
doclor's reterrals. Tel No." lost our home~ Gienna, Jack B.C. 5 days a week 
Men. Frl. mnrnlnq~ 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack 
$1().00 charge, with or 
without picture. SubJed 1o 
condensat Ion. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN-' 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
SU BSCR IPTION 
RATES Births , 5.50 
Effective October I, 'Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
1977 Memorial Notices 5.50 
Single Copy 20c PHONE 635 6357 
By Car r ie r  mth3.00 Classified Advertising'Dept. 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mai l  3 mlh 12.00 
By Mai l  6mth22.00 The Terrace Dance 
By Mai l  year  40.00 Association " wi l l  be 
presonllng a Dance Seminar 
Senior Citizen year' Workshop on June 241h and 
20.00 251h' In be hoid al Clarence 
Brlllsh Commonwealth and Mlchlol Elemenlary School, 
Unlled Stales of America I .Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
year 51.00. Isopon Ioal'l Indlvlduals over 
age 6. 
Box399, Terrace, B.C. Miss Shella Marshali a 
V8G 2M9 member ol Ihe Royal 
Academy of Dancing Iralned 
Telephone: ai Ihe Rae Burns Dance 
112 604 635 635/ School, Ihe Wynne Shaw 
School el CDnnce and Three 
• HOME DELIVERY Snmmer Sessions ,a l  Ihe 
Terrace & Dlslr ld Banll School el Fine Arls. 
Thornhlll & District There wil l  be Iour 
Phono635 635/ cnlagorles available Bel ial ,  
Tnp, Modern Jan  nnd 
Acrobatic Gymnnsllc 
Dancing. Fen of $20.00 will 
638 1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205 4721 LaTelle 
Ave.  Tel 635 9196. 
Assessmenl and planning for 
Ihose eligible for Long Term 
(~aro. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office dl  No. 205 4721 
La/el le.  Tel 635 9196. 
Assessmenl and .guidance 
for vocallonal and social 
rehabi l l la t ion done by 
consul tanl. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesdayat 7 p;m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazll le Avenue. 
iNCH ES AWAY CLUB 
'Meet every Tuesday night at I
8 in lhe ,Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
6.35.3747.or 635 3023. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeona Cenlre oilers Io the 
Senior Cit izens of Ihe 
Terrace and ]'hornhl'll area 
Ihe tallowing services 
Acl lvl ly Cenlre for hen 
dicral Is 
Day. Care for working 
I~ople 
Drop In for companionship 
& coifeD, 
Monday Ihru Friday 8 4, 
Transporlallon available. 
Conlacl SkeenavloW LOdge 
and Dang. 
Se. ppala 
(pI-16) 
Mrs. Madella. Spiritual 
reader and adviser. Palm 
and tarol card reading. She 
wl|l Lmlp you with your 
problems In business, health, 
love affairs, sickness where 
others have tailed. Special 
reading by mall with free 
monthly horoscope. Send 
$10.00, dale of birth and year 
Io: Mrs. Madella, P.O. Box 
69784, Slal lon 'K ' ,  Van  
couver, B.C. V5K 4Y7. Phone 
251 3697. (p4 16) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic  ' supplies & 
Greenware,  a i r  brushing 
avai lable,  custom tiring. 
3936 McNeil St. 
~as.9~3 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immedlale delivery 
Cost from the 3300 Block'of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and .goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635-2148 or 638-1064. (off) 
A white,long haired female 
cat with green-yellow eyes, 
She's two years old. Missing 
from the lower. Albatross 
area of Kitimat. Any in. 
format ion would be ap. 
preclated. Contact 69 Brant 
or call 632.2924. (sit) 
Lost la the  Copper Moutaln 
District, one black and white 
male cat wearing a yellow 
collar with bell answers to 
the name of Chaser. 635.9785 
ask for Marie (c5.19) 
Full or part.time. Here Is an 
Ol~portunity to earn exlra, 
money, I;6 . $6 par hour. 
Training is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnie 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
-Everything a Girl wants in a. 
position: 
Pleasant Working Conditions 
Chance for Advancement 
Good Salary 
Friendly Associates 
Steady Employment 
Must Be Experienced Typist 
and 
Able To Hanclle ~Clerlcal 
Work & Numbers 
Apply To 
INDUSTRIAL  AC-  
CEPTANCE COR,  
PORATION LTD. 
IAC Limited 
4~3~ Lazelle 
635-6391 
1978 C.B. 400 Honda Hawk 
Type I. Must sell owner 
leaving town. Phone 635.7091 
ask for Bob. 4706 Graham. 
(p5.19) 
f 
4 AT Trackers on 1SxlO CDN 
r ims,  GM-Chev, Phone 635. 
5092 (ctfl 
Four Goodyear Plyglass E- 
70-14 tires. $110 or best offer. 
Phone 635.2303 after 6 (c5-17) 
For Sale: Couch $30/kltchen 
table and 2 chairs - $20. 
Phone 635-5192 eves. (p3.161 
For Sale: Bed chesterfield 
with cover $50 Phone 635-6810 
after 6 (p3-16)" 
For Sale: .Stove and frldge. 
Good (~ondltion. Phone 635. 
,3093 (p3-17) 
1 large oil painting (country 
scene),~ from Great Gallary 
Johnson original. Single bed 
- 2 months old. Witl~ box 
spring, mattress and 
headboard. Phone 635.9251 
(c3-17) 
Garage Sale:' Saturday June 
24, 1978 at 4835 Davis Ave 
10:30 a'.m. - 2 p.m. (p2-17) 
For Sale: Swivle rocker $50 
Phone 635-5192 eves. (c2-17) 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. II. on Greig Ave,, 
Reasonable rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635.7266. 
(ctf) 
Chris Craft 25X9'6" Totally JFor Sale: 3 bedroom spiitJ 
refitted as new, sink, head, |level - bench area. 4 years] 
stove, dinette, sleeps 4 to 8. |left at 10V,=. percent] 
Moorage, tandem trailer |a~sumable mortgage. More i 
| intormation 635.3320 after 5J 
aux. engine. Dingy, depth Jp.m. (plOlO) J 
sounder, gas sniffer, swim 
grid, trim tabs. Phone 635- 
7191 or 635-6ro89 (p2-17) For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished• Wood 
stove plus electric heal. 5211 
Fontane fifth wheel on four 
foot slide 16" dry type air 
cleaner, 22Samp Forney gas 
driven welder with 3500 waft 
built in power unit. 849-5349 
(c6.19) 
DB'(9U) good condition, with 
winch, blade• and RaP 
canopy. Phone between 8 
p.m. and 8 a.m. 695.6382 or 
Box 553 Burns Eake, B.C. 
(p~.19) 
Rooms to Rent: Kitchen and 
laundry facilities. Phone 
638-1896 (e5-20) 
Olinton Manor. 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-9422 
638-1032 
2 bedroom basement suite. 
Unfurnished. Frldge and 
stove..Steady •worker, quiet 
people. No pets. Available 
immediately 635.5738 (c3.17) 
Small furnished basement 
suite for rent. No pots $140 
• per month. Phone 635-2746 
after 5 (c2-16) Help Wanted. Employer'si 
Do you need (some) extra 
help? Try the  most en- For Rent: Bachelor suite, 
Sales Personal: Part-time & thused, energetic,eager help .~ self -'-.:¢Oritali'ied, eFectrlc ' 
full t ime' staff. Apply at around. HlreA student." heating,'cable~T.V, hookup, 
Sweet Sixteen 9:30 - 5 p.m. Contact All ison, 632.4691 or privateentr;ance. Phone635- 
Fri. " JeAnne 635.2044. (ju19.23) 7485 after 2 p.m. (p3-17) 
Hepple 635.9488 (plm iul 10) 
3 bedroom house in town. 
Pheasant St., 6 years old. 
Asking $52,500. Full 
basement. Phone 635.7796 
(pS-16) 
Wanted to 'Rent: Reliable 
worklrlg girl with small dog 
wants 1 or 2 bedroom house 
or duplex. 638.8335 after '5 
(c3-17) 
Single P&rent and child wish 
to share a house with mature 
people who enjoy children. 
Phone 635-2424 9a.m. • 4 p.m. 
635.7728 anldlme. (d.tg) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, wlll i~ to rent or 
lease, referencee, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
'Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left.. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 484 phone 
• 3,19.4736 (c50-Julyl) 
Notice to Residents 
• .- of K l t imi t  
Burning will be taking 
)lace at City Centre Ex- 
Babysittar required In my 
home 3-5 days per week for  
July and August: 3 school 
aged children. Bench area 
$10.00 per day Phone 635-3055 
alter 5 (c3.17) 
, Province of 
B~itish Columbia 
Ministry of Health 
Employment Opportunities 
Terrace 
NUHSE- Skeenaview Lodge 
Competition 78:1648 
Salary - $1,420 - $1,673 plus 
~9.50 Isolation Allowance 
To supervise or assist in total 
nursing services of several 
wards or may .be in sole 
charge of afternoon-night 
shift; to co-ordinate inter- 
departmenta l  services,  
admin is ter  educat ion  
program, maintain staff 
records, prepare reports, 
and keep abreast of 
development-changes in
nursing services. Requires 
licorice to practise nursing in 
B.C. under RNABC- 
RPNABC and several years' 
nursing experience, with 
minimum of one year as 
Head Nurse or equivalent, 
preferably course' in  ad- 
ministration or related 
clinical specialty. 
ACTIVITV WORKER 
Osborne Guest Home 
Wanted to Buy: ; 75.100 
CCsmlnl-blke, in good 
condition. Phone 635-5394 
(c5-17) 
1975 Re)nell 21' cabin 
cruiser. 1750MC with 302 
Ford engine. CB, depth  
sounder, compass, tandum 
bed trailer, and many ex. 
tras. F i rm $12,000. 633.2332. 
(c10.19) 
For Sale: 22' K&C cabin 
cruiser, 351 cu.ln. 888 leg.  10 
H.P. outboard . trim tabs .  
VHF . CB . tape deck . 
recording depth sounder 
compass • anchor -" 2 down 
riggers - stove .'Ice box - sink 
- head - price $13,000. 635.6126. 
or 635-3575 after 6 (c5.191 ' 
For Sale: 22' cabin cruiser. 
P lywood, f lbreglass and 
mahoganey finish. 3 way 
frldge and stove. 638-8348 
(p5-19) 
Modern three bedroom home 
for sale. New flooring. 
Large landscaped lot. 
Greenhouse, garden spot, 
addit ional  bui ldings. 
Queensway area. Asking 
$25,000. Will  accept 
reasonable offer. Call .638. 
1260 anytime. (c10.21) 
mnsion site over the next 
ew weeks. ' We wish tc 
apologize for any In- 
convenience causedto city 
residence due to smoke and 
wil l  endeavor to keep 
smoke at a minimum. 
Thank you  for your 
mtlence. 
Derann Contracting Ltd. 
c3-17) 
I 
lie It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3 .75  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
Jnne 78.. . lasl  reel;l ing 
Imloro Summer hreak In Ix' 
I~dd nl Wnl.~nn m)d Florh; 
I~l ley'shonm. All Reheknh, 
(khlhdlows and the Spouse 
wel(:nnie. 
A.gusl 26...Rummaqe Sale 
al Flks Hall Irnm i0 III 2 p.m. 
• q)l. 13..,FIr.~l mtmllnq el 
Fal l '  .~esslon. Presldimls 
Visit, 
Novomh¢tr 4...EIk.~ Hnll F~II 
Ilataar, 
l ira nexl  meellng of the 
Rl~lltmal Dlslrlcl el Kll lmnl 
5ltklnt~ vi l l i  I)ti held on 
,~turday, June 24, 19/6 In i l , ;  
IWtsmflc' Hall, 491~'~ 1,1;ollo 
Avon|m, Tt~rrnce, li.C.0 
} nn ln le l ) ( ' l l~ l  a l  9:00  ( I ,n l .  Ju Id,70,17,2',1) 
The Minus Om ,'~)rlal Club 
will sponsor, a dance on 
,%tlurdny, June 241h nl 9 p..m. 
al Ihe Mnsunh' I edge 4900 
Ido('k I alol le Ave., Mi~inlmrs 
$3.00. I~¢1tl tlt~tlll14,rs $,I.00. 
I ur nil shiqlead,l ls.  I)hom ,
635 4057 6:1.% .~:1.59 I or htrlh¢,r 
,dt'lnlls. / 
cover any or nil socllons 
Inken over Iho Iwo days. 
Rc.,gl.~lrallon terms may be 
eblnlned al Terrace Slghl 
nnd Sound or Terrace Public 
Llbrnry. Please pro register 
hy June 16, 19/8 Io P.O. Box 
256, Terrace, It.C. VaG 4A9 
r 
Annunl General Meellng el 
Norlhwesl Regional Ar l s  
Counci I Sunday, Juno 251h, 
1918, I1:00 a.m.R.E.M. Lee 
Tl,.nlrc. All Inleresled In 
lira arls welcome io allond. 
The Colhollc Womens 
Leegu O (C.W.'L.)"will hold 
Ihe Fall Bataar on October 
78, the insl Snlurda~/ .In 
Orloher, al Verlias Hall. " 
C(~,nlt:nlllal Chrisllnn School 
Graduation program for 
Grade 7, Wed, June ~0 7:30 
p.m. 9:00 p.m. II promises 
In he n tu n evening, 
~IIIPS WILl, IIA('I,; 
NEW Yt) ltK (AI') - A 
group of tall ships train thc 
197tl Itircntenuhll will race hi 
a enlnlk, l lthnl for the Culty 
~irk Tropliy, starting June 
24. 'l'In, :ships will begiB In 
Victurin, IL('., nnd will finish 
hi I*'lln I,'rant'htco. 
aid, hroken or Used pieces o1 
lurnllure', also any discarded 
wood I~r(Klu('ls w e could use 
Ior recycfi0~ nr rOnovallng. 
Call us al 635 2738 belween 
8a.m. al'td 3 I).m., wc will Iry 
IO nhlko arr,ln.qemonts for 
pickup. 
PAR E NiS IN C'Ri'SIS ~ 
Are you making your own 
Ilte and your chi ldren's  
miserable? Do you .c~'1 v 
stantly yell at your children,/ 
or hit them, or lind It hard to 
conlrol'yp=r angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s g0al Is to help you 
become the loving con 
structlve parenlyou really 
wanl to be. 
All Inqul.res abso lute ly  
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635 4419 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635-7558 
OR 
~635-7728 
Septic System Competilion 78:1651 
635 7265 Speclallsls Salary -$1,134 - $1,211 plus 
"lnsist on the Best" ~2.80 Isolation Allowance 
WANTEDDONATIONS PHONE 6353939 To operate, or assist in 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
Ior Ihe Handlcaplx.d are SCHMITTYSEXCAVATING planning-carryini~;.out ac- 
• _ . . . . . . .  tiVity program, #..~0~rcising 
Iooklncl Ior dooalions el any RUPERT STEE L & ,  initiative and working with 
SALVAGE LTD. residents under minimum 
We buy copper, brass all supervision; shift work may 
melals and batlerles. • be involved. Diplama from 
Location Seal Cove approved col lege or 
Open.fill 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. vocational inst i tut ion and 
Rhone 624-5639 some subsequent related 
. . . . . . . . .  experience, orseveral years' 
GoLDENRULE directly related experience 
Odd Jobs for the jobless. 
Ph0ne635 4535. 3~38 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD, 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
f011owing secondary school 
8raduation, and training in 
appropriate courses ("Y" 
leadership or handicraft- 
recreational). 
Obtain applications frq~. the 
Government Agent,'i,.4506 
Lakelse. Avenue, T~raee  635 3479 anytime . . . . . . .  V8G IP5 and return ~o the 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOI ~ Public Service Comn~ion, 
Valleyview Ledge..Esson- Recondlt loned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
'1931 Queensway Dr.. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD'" 
El~,'trlcel and Refrlgeratlen 
contract. 
House wiring, 
' 635.5876 
(cti) 
dale V0M lJ0 by July 5, 1978, 
(c1-161 
32. BICYCLES, 
MOTORCYCLES 
19/6 Sports model Honda for 
sale Phone 635 2654 (p3.17) 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
requires a 
Coordinator of Supervisory Management 
Training Program 
During the past several months Northwest College and Selktrk College have been 
developing a supervisory management tralntng program, mainly for first-line 
supervisors. The appointee to this position will be expected to help with the com. 
pet on of the tra nlng package. At the carnie etlon of this task (about December 1978), 
the appointee will be required to organize and coordinate a supervisory management 
training program for employees In the Northwest region of the province. The ap. 
polntee will also be required to InStruct In the program. 
Qualifications: 
Industrial experience In a supervisory capacity and educational experience as an 
Instructor would be assets. 
• ,Salary: 
According to B.C. Government Employees Union Instructor scale. 
Starilog Dote: 
August 1, 1978 or as soon as possible thereafter. 
Application Deadline: 
June 30, 1978. 
This position Is subject to the College's receiving appropriate funding. 
Reply with resume of qualifications an'd experience and names of referees to: 
Principal, 
Northwest Community College 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Build your home among 
beautiful large cedars on Id 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 63£ 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
For Sale> V= acre lot along 
Queensway In Thornhill. 
Well treed on fortlle land. 
Septic tank and wlel. Asking 
$8,500 638-1036 (plO.l) 
Property for Sale: 6 acre 
treed lot for sale In a quiet, 
low density residential area. 
1 mile north of municipal 
boundary 635.4398 (c5.17) 
For Sale: 10 acres in Old 
Remo. Barn, with livestock, 
greenhouse In ~/, acre of 
garden. Small cabin. Good 
well with gas pump. Price 
$16,000 Contact T. Stevens, 
Box 664, Terrace, B.C. (p20. 
4) 
1969 Dodge ~/~ T PU, Va, 4 
speed trans, pasl trac dlf- 
ferentlal, New rear fires, 
spare parts, motor trans, 
etc. $1,000 or best offer. 635. 
5339 (ctf) 
Shopping for a new pickup? 
Don't miss this 1977 Ford 1 
ton, 1100 miles, 460 engine, 
automatic transmission, an 
excellent buy. Match It up 
with our 27 foot Vanguard Sth 
wheel trailer, fully equipped 
with air cendltlonlng and a 
winter package. See this at 
Camperland, 5412 Highway 
16 West, Terrace Dealer 
Llcence D00611A (c5-16) 
58. •MOBILE 
HOMES ' 
For Sale: or Rent: with 
optlon to buy 12x68 house 
trailer will also consider 
taking a smaller Waller as 
pert pa~/ment. For further 
!nformatlon please phone 
635.7878 (c10-1) 
Successful store for sale in 
Terrace. Complete with" For sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
equipped butcher, shop, 8 
coolers and freezers. 1walk. 
in, "3-bedroom dwelling at. 
teched. One rental house, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of land. Annual 
sales almost double asking 
price. Assumable mortgage. 
Call 635.5202 for cletalls. 
For Sale Prime 1"Ire 
Business with gas service 
etc. - 4 bedroom home, 
completely furnished, l~h 
bath, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Rlfter, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (elf) 
two bedroom semi-furnished 
safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
S6,000 each. Call 636-2660 J.
Hutchlngs, BOX 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm-10) 
- q  
I 
56' Safeway doublewlde. 
Includes all  malor ap. 
pllancee, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace, sat 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trai ler Park 
Phone 635-9429. (clf) 
Salvage Bids to be taken on s 
1975 Volkswagon Beetle. On 
an as Is, where Is basis. For 
more Information contact 
Brouwer &Co., 6-3238 Kalum 
St. or 635-7173 (c9- 
7,8,9,16,17,18,23,24,25) 
1974 Ford V= ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
electronic Ignition. Phonn 
635-9580 after 4 (c4-9).. ; ,  
1972 Ford Ranger pickup 
$1400 and 1974 Ford window 
van $3200. View at 2609 
Skeena St. or call 635-6636 
(¢3-17). 
74 Flat station wagon for 
sale, 9~od running condition. 
19) ~ ................. '~ 
1964 Mercedes Benz In 
running condlt'lon. Call 63S. 
6277 between 8-12, 1.5 (cS-19) 
Chev Va ton 283 Corvette 4 
speed motor, mags- headers 
. near now Interior and paint. 
Offers to $2500. Youth's 
Raleigh Chopper 3 speed $50. 
Phone 638-1880 Ip3.17) 
Looking for an economy car? 
See our 1972 Cortlna, low 
mileage and in excellent 
condition, priced right for 
your budget. See It at 
CAmperland, 5412 Highway 
16 West, Terrace. Dealer 
Licence D00611A (c5-16) 
For Sale: 1973 Jeep Com- 
mando 4x4 Two fops .in- 
cluded. Very good condition. 
Phone 635.2T/0 after 5 p.m. 
(pS.161 
73 Renuult front wl;eel drive; 
esl(Ing $1000 end 1976 Kx250~ 
motpcro~s Kawaskl like'new 
asking $1,000 638.1483 (eft) 
1973 BMW 750cc with wind 
Jammer Fairing $2100 Phone 
635.7840 (c5-17) 
1975 Jimmy 4x4.  Fully 
equipped. 'Lots of extras. 
High Sierra package. 
Trailer towing suspension. 
Will consider trade 632-7973. 
(c10-18) 
1969 and 1974 Ford pickup % 
ton for sale or trade for 
travel trailer 18' and up 
Address 2636 Penner St. 635. 
3752 Ip5-18) 
1975' Datsun Sports truck 
27,000 miles Good condltlon, 
Phone eves 638.1320 (c$-18) 
10'x5o' a bedroom trailer for 
sale. Set-up in trailer mutt. 
jen~ ubac& 
reasonable offers acee~ted 
for quick .sale. Phone e~- 
MOBILE hOMES 
Sew mobile homes from 
as low as $I00.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
~et up and del ivered 
Cades welcome 
Phone col lect 591-510~ 
(eft 
Must Sl l .  12x40 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear tltlo lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, O. Warnon, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
• trailer court In town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnlshnd. Phone 635.9046 
even. (pl0.Jui) 
Trailer for sale: 1914 12x68 3
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. Ne.1 Pine Park phone 
635-3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
Mobile Horqe 
Immedlate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now avellnble on om 
lovely 14 wide anct 
doublewlde mobile homes. 
You chooso your decor, 
and we custom build tc 
suit. Government grant o1 
$2500 appllceblo. Expense 
paid fare Vancouver . 
Return. For free credit 
check and approval .please 
dlone collect 
Parker Homes of Canada 
.td. 
937,5,147 
[c14-22) 
i 
For Sale:. 12x68 Glendale 
Vista Vil la, three bedroom 
with utility shed Included. 
Will sell partially furnished 
or unfurnished. For an 
appointment to view call 635. 
9403 after 5.:.00 (p10.-17~, . 
LEGAL 
1976 Chev SIIverado 
Suburban. Auto, p.s., p.b., Towhom Is may concern: I 
air conditioning, ra l l y  Jean Dlonne will not be 
wheels, tilt steering, cruise responsible for any hills or 
control, trailering special, debts Incurred by my wlte, 
21,000 miles, excellent as of this dn~/, June19, 1978. 
condition. Phone 635.2697 Jean Dlonne. (p3.16) 
(p3-16) 
1973 Toyota Calico ST 4 
speed trans, AM.FM radio, 
tape deck, 45,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Open to 
offers. 638.8244 (p3.16) 
If you have the urge to go 
camping and don't h&ve a 
camper, come In and see our 
selection of used campers. 
We also have a good eelec. 
tlon o f  used pickups. We 
have what you want • so 
come In and see ,us at 
Camperland, 5412 Highway 
16 West. Dealer Llcence 
Oee~llA'. (c~.~.6) • ?; 
r , , . . .  
DIETER S CORNER 
Maintaining a sensible 
weight does not mean a 
lifetime of carrots and 
celery, nor does it require 
hours." of painful calls-' 
thenics but it does mean 
keeping calorie con- 
sumption and activity in 
harmony. 
~.' IX . ,g l~  ('. R~llanJ 
AutJ~( of lh*. "li* ha '  ti'¢'~t~lll 
Notice to Creditors 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF JOSE PH 
KENNEDY HART COM- 
MONLY KNOWN AS JOE K. 
HART,  RET IRED 
EXECUTIVE, FORMERLY 
OF • EV, E R ET .T ,  
WASHINGTON. 
Creditors and ethers having 
claims against the above 
estates are required to send 
full particulars of such 
claims to" Murdoch R. 
Robertson, Barrister & 
5ollcltor, P.O. Box 746, 
Terrace, B.C, VSG 4C3, on or 
before the 14th day of July, 
1978, after which dote ,the 
estate's assets will be 
dlstributed, having regard 
only to claims that have been 
received. 
Jusnlta Tbelma Hart 
Executrix 
Murdoch R. Robertson 
Solicitor 
(C11,12,1.6,17) . . . .  
Notice to Creditors 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF OTTO PAUL 
SCHULTE, TRAPPEI~, 
FORMERLY OF  
TERRACE,  BRIT ISH 
COLUMBIA. 
Creditors and others having 
claims egalnsf the above. 
estate are required to eend 
full particulars of such 
claims to Murdoch R. 
Robertson, Barrister & 
5ollcltor, P.O. Box 746, 
Terrace, B.C. VeG 4C3,on or 
before the 14th day of July, 
1978, after which date the 
estate's assets wil l  be 
dlsfrlbuted, havleg regard 
only to claims that have been 
received. 
Hermenn J. Buschmann 
Admlnlstrafor 
(C2-11,12,16,17) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638-1121 (sff) 
"14" Travel Mate Travel 
TraHor. 1 year old. Used 
only 3 times. Includes 
furnace, 3 way. . f r ldge,-3 
burner stove, 2 way lighting 
and washroom. Sleeps 4. 
Owner must sell. Price $3700 
Call 63.5.9404 after 4 (c4.17) 
For Sale: ,10' Vanguard 
camper with 3 way fridgo, 3 
burner stove. Heater and 
porto-pott.le. This 1973 
camper sleeps S Is In A.1 
condition. Vlow at 41 
Charles St., Kitlmat or call 
&~2-2620 after 4 p.m. (p~-18) 
For Sale: IS' Holiday 
trailer. Excellent cendition. 
best offer. Phone 635.6~8 
(p&=0) 
TODAY IN ll lgrORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRE88 
. June 8, lg'/8 
The Royal Navy's airerafl 
carr ier  Glorious was 
destroyed 88 years ago 
t0day.in 1940-- with a loss 
d 1,~00 lives cturing the 
evacuation ef Allied forces 
from Narvik, Norway, 
during the Soeond World 
War. Two British deetroyefs. 
were also 10st in the action in 
which the German bat- 
tleahipa Schamhoret and 
Gnois~au took l~q,  Some 
38 men escaped and a few 
were taken prisoner. 
lSe~--Architeet Frank 
Lloyd Wright was born. 
]N0- -~e Nazis invaded 
Norway. 
19f~--The U.S. Supreme 
Court ruled that restaurants 
in Washington, D.C., eonld 
not refuse to serve blacks. 
198~--U.S, troops were 
first authorized to engage in 
offensive operations in 
Vietnam. 
zs69--The border eroaslag 
between Spain and Glbral .tin" 
was dosed. 
TODAY IN HIfTORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS, 
June 8, 1978 
St. John's, Nfld., was 
 mo,, 
fire 132 years ag Y-- 
1846. Some 12,020 peras~s 
were rendered homeless, 
an.d property, worth SS 
mutton was teat. Immediate  
,reUet was sent from Britain 
and from the neighboring 
colonies of Nova Scotia, 
Prince Edward Island and 
New Brunswick, . 
lS80-.The first "d ime 
novel"--Maleska, or the 
Indian Wife of the White 
Hunter--was published. 
l~3S---The. J0nkers 
Diamond, 7=6 carats, arrived 
in New York City from 
England for 35 cents 
postage, regbtered mail. 
IMT--Gamal Abdel Nasser 
resignnd as prmident of 
Egypt after his country was 
defeated in a war with 
brad.  
Ig'/l--The U.S. and Japan 
A B ICENTENARY SPECIAL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
THE PACIFIC BECKONS 
By Ron Gadsby 
In spring 1768, James Cook 
stayed behind in London, as his 
ship "Grenvil le" ieturned to 
Newfoundland, because a new 
and greater challenge beckoned. 
The remarkable Cook had 
proved to be almost a genius in 
the chart-making world. 
His outstanding abilities as a 
leader had been certified by his 
activities prior to Quebec's fall, 
and when the new challenge 
emerged, he was the logical 
• choice. 
But it was a choice not with- 
out repercussions i  the scientific 
world. 
The challenge was to lead an 
expedition to the far Pacific to 
ob~rve a natural phenomenon, 
the transit of Venus. 
The planet Venus' movement 
across the sun's face had been 
observed first in 1639; it would 
happen again in 1761 and pos- 
siblyin 1769--and then not again 
for another centuw. 
By plotting the path of the 
transit from three' locations in 
different parts of .~e world, an 
accurate measurement of the 
distance from earth to sun could 
be calculated., 
The observations of the 1761 
transit had been mediocre and 
the powerful Royal Society 
sought o ensure success for ~e  
1769 transit., 
It was felt that nn observation 
post at Hudson Bay, one on the 
North C~pe of Norway and a 
third in the mid-Pacific would 
be ideal, 
It fell on Cook to lead the 
Pacific expedition. 
Straithes village, where James Cook worked in a draper's hop 
before going to Whitby. 
While the Royal Society re- 
ceived the royal blessing and 
4,000 pounds from King George 
III, it was the Royal Navy that 
supplied the necessary vessel and 
selected its captain. 
This procedure was upsetting 
to the society, as they favored 
Alexander Dalrymple, a rather 
pompous and opinionated so- 
ciety member.. 
He was a relativel3t brilliant 
scientist and explorer, only 
mildly interested in the transit, 
but most anxious to prove a 
theory he held about the exist- 
ence of a vast continent in mid- 
Pacific. 
The selection of Cook put a 
major dent in the Dalrymple go 
and projected him into a per- 
manent snit. 
The appointment was a double 
benefit o Cook: he was, for the 
first time, made a commissioned 
officer, and, after presenting 
himself at a meeting of the Royal 
Society, was designated an of- 
ficial observer, a sort of acting 
astronomer. 
His new .,ppointment re- 
warded him with a "substantial 
fee" and the necessary scientific 
instruments. 
Cook's assignment had a 
much broader scope than merely 
observing Venus' transit. 
The fiavy issued secret orders 
that he was to determine whether 
or not there was a "southern 
continent". 
He was then to proceed to 
New Zealand and chart its coasts 
as fully as possible before board- 
ing provisions for the return 
journey as Britain was seeking 
overseas markets for its expand- 
ing industries. 
Observations of the transit 
were to be made from the island 
of Tahiti and the scientists were 
to arrive at least a month ahead 
of time. 
In addition to the a~;tronomers, 
several internationally famous 
botanists, two artists, four ser- 
vants and-of  all things-two 
greyhounds.were to board the 
"Endeavour". 
The last-mlnute addition of 
this coterie required the re- 
arrangement of cabin area and 
some minor adjustments to the 
"Endeavour". 
But what of the "Endeavour" 
herself? 
What sort of a vessel was she? 
Next: Aboard the"Endeavou/'. 
.... ~i ::ii:: ~i~ ...... ~iiii::ii::::::!iiiiiii::iiii!i-~!!i!i!ii 
: :.,.:::: i!; L.'.'g~  @. .~ ;~ !~ i! ~i~i1~ '.I~'>' 
• . .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  ~. ~: ~:~:::::: 
::~:~$:: "i~ ~:<" " i i :~  ..:~.~. .:- ~ ~!:~;:: ~...~,~ ....~!..~ . 
Walkers house, Grape Lane. Whitb.~ where lames Cook li~ed as an apprentice." 
HOMESTYLE DiSCover British Columbia STAMPEDE 
by Lynne Schuyler A TRAVEL FEATURJ~ FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
It is wild. It is wooly. Best of all, 
...... it is .~un! .... 
• Ask anyone who has been to the 
Anahim Lake Stampede--like 
General MaeArthur, they all vow to 
return. 
It began almost 41 years ago in 
Anahim Lake, this remote little 
jackp'inc community west of 
Williams 'I~ke~ Today it is still 
kicking. 
The original 1937 frontier 
• celebration was headed by a local 
gent and dynamic leader, Stan 
Dowling ~, aided by a handful of 
ranchers. 
The big event got under way four 
days late. But, in tlue Chilcotin 
style, nobody seemed m mind. 
Today. the air around the Chil- 
cotin buzzes with excitement as 
folks mark their calendars for the 
traditional dates: July 7. 8 and 9, 
when everyone is geared up to at- 
tend one of the last frontier-type 
rodeos. 
• What is so special about his par- 
ticular rodeo?. 
It is strictly non-commerciall 
Them are no big rodeo stars here. 
Most of the.cowboys, seen at the 
• Ananim L~e StamlP..de clinging to 
the wild broncos, are not registered 
with any rodeo association. And all 
,the livestock assembled is fresh off 
the range. 
unnmmced final agreement 
en terms for the reinrn of the 
bland el Okinawa to Japan. 
le'/t.-y~resident Richard 
Nixon Jended a 21-year 
embarK9 on trade with 
China, authorlzl~ expm't of 
47.categories of noastratogie 
i te~?,o ' , 
Pt,A~ -I~AGAIN 
BONN (CP) - -  The piano .. 
on which Nazi leader Ad01f 
lf lt l~'s favorite Wagnern- ,
md0dles were played by his 
female companion Eva 
Braun is coming up for 
auctlm. It is expected to sell 
for at least &20,000. 
I 
Sing here too for ~' 
', .,,<~ . . . . . . . . . .  t,! 
reads ll~e ~t west. "' ~ '] ~' 
ding. calf-roping, 
Jdle bane, barrel 
ot find any glossy 
and souvenir T- 
~pcde.  
:ntos you will cart 
)ries of genuine 
;pitality. 
is also one of the 
e you, yourself, 
roller-coaster fide 
~.~r .  
, try your hand at 
ig? Here's your 
• uther and wrestle 
critter down. ' 
aside fur novice . 
at is, for anyone 
t eye to eye with a 
3mnc. 
:otin evenings are 
ering campfires, 
3n, and the aroma 
era, as everyone 
~d-wind for the 
; begins the night , 
erie actually gets 
ommunity is able 
nd-new, log-style 
dance hall, with plenty of room for 
a crowd of any size. 
Motel facilities are limited in 
Anahim Lake, so it's best to pack 
along your own camping ear and 
food and join the countless nomads 
encircling the stampede grounds. 
You can expect a good day's • 
drive, anywhere from six to eight 
hours, as you head west curet  • 
Williams Lake on Highway 20. 
The first 54.5 kilometres are 
paved, and, although the rest of the ' 
265.6-kilometre k is gravel mad, 
the general mad conditions have 
been vastly improved uring the 
last few years. 
It is wise, however, to be pro. 
pared for flat tires or breakdowns a  
service stations in the Chilcotin can 
be anywhere from 50 to 80 
kilometres apart and they keep 
irregular hours. 
The Anahim Lake Stampede; 
Don't miss itl 
J 
. . . -  _ M ~ r s  h World ,,,s. THIEF ,- The mink is a strong; agile 
swimmer and appears more at home in water than 
• on land. It preys on small mammals, birds., eggs, 
~ in lehgth,fr°gs' f sh and snakes. Males are almost two feet 
• \ ~ '  weighing approximately two pounds, 
/ !'. o~ while the; females are somewhat smaller. Strong 
and fearless, mlnk have been known to  carry off 
ducks or large f ish from umuspecflng sportsmen. ' 
The mink is prized for its rlcfi brown fur and was 
the first American furbearer to be domesticated. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
1495 Pemblna Hwy. WInNpeg, Man. R3T 2E2 (~248.9S 
( • 
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' Horoscope III  vLIH6 nsnussm" l  
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FOR FRIDAY, 31LINE22~ 1978 routine IMofar as po'sldbis and 
What kind of day will postpone the extracurricular B.C. by  Johnny lmrt  
until early next week 
mmorro, be.+ To md out what s~rrmxnJs ~ lPo Y~u ~'~,~K ~A~4 ~.t.. ~.  ] . r+~ ,F ~.~u ~AV~ A~l"~i~4e - the stars ay, read the forecast 
~lvm for your birth Sign. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 23) ~ I~V~ ~(~ A ~A~' [~ C_~::)~ ] , [ "~7 ~ WI '~ I1". 
Early a.m. will hold mine "~C) "T'F~ ~OC:)~J .P 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) seen~ futile. Be patient: The 
Some mlsleadln8 influences hours alter noon will see an 
Nothing Shy About t , ,  hv01vementa -- wflh penple OR CAPRICORN 1~ t-~.~f L '1 ' "J 
,=,,+. .,vo,+ .=,,  o, f + += =, ,o m+ iet  ' undneauspldon, however. Be sensibly cautious in This QU Person . + '" 
TAURUS t~Y n~ ~e~m=(oe~ze or 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) money) --  but not anxious. + 
mmt o,,t m.e  tm~ ~ am l.~ment.~ orem~ By Abigail Van Buren • . . . . . .  "" ~,~+ 
for more thought and delaying AQUARIUS :~f  ~ i  © ~sm W cm~ r.t~m..s,v. ~e., s~z0• Inc. 
tactics. Avo!d impulsiveness, at (Jan. Sl to Feb. 19) 
~u costs: ~_ N~er  be ~vepm = an ~ ................ 
ommm , • I I~  eeort~m+r+.oth~snorm,. 
(my 22 to June 21) - -  for any oatentatlouanem DEAR ABBY: Someone wrote in on behalf o+ quiet ~ 4 7 i 7  takelso 635-7263 
A good day in wSlch to displayed for your benefit, people, saying that most quiet people are shy, sensitive ''"PLY REPELLANT, Bm""+'r"H.~_.,.,, TO :~,v% SUNGLASSES Hm' 
mpitoliseen your i~g~ulty and Concentrate onthe REAL. and insecure, and •they're mbarrassed, when someone and prompt prescription serv ices  all.around competence. PISCES " quf~:~'  says ,  ' . '~e ,  you're quiet." ' 
Properly exercised, even your (Feb. SO to Mar. 20) ~q~ I 've been quiet all my life and it doeeo't bother or offend [[ 
minor talents and efforts ..................................................................... Watchyour budsst now. l~m't me ff my quistneee ismentioned. As a matter of fact, with .... 
will be appreciated, go beyond limits untila Ix~ling so many n0nstop talkers in the world, I th~nk we quiet ones 
CANCER " (~ I~ flnandul matter Is dofinitely deserve some applause. If everyone talked all the time, be AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, By Stan Lee and John Remits  
(June 22 to July 23) se[tled. Some new asgim could who would listen? ' 
• .T. 'VE c~OT TO ~RIN~ ~ CAN'T  L ~ T  I1" ~ - THAT '£~ 1~.  YOM 
P~cepUvemess, reflexeaa+,xl d+laymatt~s. Furthermore, thequistonesareolteninteliissntpeople II#lllllll(+++ta+ , W+*N,] Pll l . .  ] P+o, , 
now.busleess~Cum~ouldbekcenEspeclally favored under YOU BORN TODAY have who wisely refrain from hlurting out every thought hat J~. vk ~ L I ~ A ~ A  ~I~. ~.  | I -~URRP~'~~~I~+_ i  
day's influences: "mar- beenendowedwithaflnemlnd, peps into their heads. / / ' ~  +P++'~rl ~~- - - - - -n~i~ ~. .~I , I  ~ ~/+~. l  
chandlsing, property tran-adellghti~dpersonalityandoee Let that quistpne peak only for himsol~. Although rm , I , ,  +.  + +  . 
motions and financial of the most sympathetic and considered "quiet," I'm neither shy nor insecure. ~ ~ I~ | 
negotiations, understandi~ natures in the I also notice that because I'm not always talking, when I 
entire mdiacal spectrum. You do say samething, people listen. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J ~  are studious and phliosophlml; PROUD TO BE QUIET ~ " 
Keep nierL Generous aspects have an Insatiable ourlosity as ~, . ~ ,  • 
after new routen and seem for to what makes thlnp "tick," se i)EAB PROUD: Thanhs for spealdug out for theae who 
aSSassin8 bettor4han-averuge research and science are prefer to be qnlet. (P.S. I know you're right. I've been 
gala. Don't miss anti natural fields for your talmts, married to e quiet, intelligent man for 39 years.) ~ ~ ~] = 
VlRGO . .~ ,m Your humanitarian impt~ 
(Aug. 24 to sopt 23) IqV '~ enupledwRhananuoualmasuM DEAR ABBY: I am a 22-year-old, fairly attractive 
Planetary influences continue dexterity also fit you for great 
to be somewhat mixed. Be success u a surgasn or in. woman who was born crose-eyed. I had surgery at a young 
constructive in planning, vuntor. You love nmic but age, which cerrectod the problem mmewhat, but it'e still 
tenacious In implementing, would probably pursue It quite noticeable. . 
System with flexibility needed, avooutlenully rather than as a Abby, my reason for writing In to aek why comedians 
LIBRA teaddng and i ~  are czose-eyes is considered either funny or a sisn of stupidity. 
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) J I L~ fall4ime eecupatim. Wrltins, and certoonlete think that portraying a person with 
Take a dignified approach to careers to wldch you should I have lived with this defect all my life and  have 
ell problems. In personal give thorough ceoalderatico, developed a severe complex about it. I find it difficult o 
• relationships, tho~e may be but you will probably be Imp- look someone in the eyes or even have my picture taken. I 
some dl~ercoccs to recognize, pleat In a line widch gives you try my best to conceal my defect because I have been 
cope with. an opportunity for service, humiliated and embarrassed to the point of tears when CATFISH 
8CORPIO iI~t ~ BIrthdato f: Edward, Duke d inconsiderate people make fun of me. ~yRo~erBo//e# & Petermar/  
(oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Windsor; Irvth S. Cobb, Beingeross-eyedisahandicop. Why do so many people 
Not a good day in which to Ame~cas authoh think it's funny? And'what can .I do about it? ' ~ ~.R .  II~r:=PIREI:) 'YA TA " - - -  
• DEAR HURTING:  I.telligeat, as=ave people do NOT ~' r~ UP  ;~1~' ,  ~a0T~Af~T P)  / ' ] 'H~E~ t0~c~ "I'141~ .~ J . .~  ~ , [  
+ + ii 
o,,.++ ear teoalste who use ~ees-eyed churanters to SSt laughs do ' ~ -  
ACR0~ 41 Type of Z Certain ZZ Land measure so more out of thoughtlessness than malice. . V [ 
i Thin piece leather hones ~ Moorasin Much le being done today in modern surgery. Don't give ~ 
5Taxi 4Z Melancholy 3Muddepmit 24Hummiug- up matll you've explored every peuslhlilty of further 
8 Unit of 45 Short,eared 4 Hawaiian ' bird cerreetlve surgery. (P.S. Try to develop alittle compassion 
for the ignorant who ridicule the handicapped, for "they p0etie time mastiff food 25 Small flap 
. o+ , , _ _  .or  o+++ +:  ' -  .~ ,~, . .  ....:-+ DEAR ABBY~Your la ter  from OVER 70 IN  -.. , . . . . . .  u .',~++" 
II Wild goat 48 Pool ..+ISPal11~ ........ --_ ~, -e .  + :., ~. ....... IVlI~SOURI csrtatldv:totVJmd home'~wlth"me. + "' 
,+ (~mte . covermg, mat~ .... " ~_ ,e~,  e_r,. My mother ecently pe"sed away leaving no wm. Now '" +'+ 
er Work 49 Beseech 8 Be l i t t led . ,  mpmm or my father must pay tax on her share of everything that he 
17 Alaska 50 Similar 9 Ancient charm worked years to provide. ' " 
city 51 Wl~lpool Greek cMn ,24 Yea or-- I don't know about the lpws elsewhere, but here in 
18 Belfry 5Z Pub 10 San --, Italy 35 Vent,--, Oklahoma we have found that it's very expensive NOT to 
denizen drink , 11Cutting tools vtci (L.) have a will. 
18-Grunde ~lArtiflce lSThreesome ~TNonsense The sod lmrt ie that it takee time to hsndle all thene legal 
Farm DOWN 20 One's kin (slang) entanglements, and this keeps your grief alive while you're. 
buildings 1 Place of Sl Combative- 35 Daunt walti~. 
Zl Russian genemlioa Hess 39 Fetid EveryOne should have 8 will to protect he survivors as " ~m WmAnn o~, XD 
commune Avg. solution time: 23 rain. 40 Strip of well as to insure that their peaseSalons go to the 'right :" ~ nnmt p~k.e ,rod ao~ ham 
~Geal~ Courtyard NIE[RIOiAIDIA.TIRIEIYIA D t T O I L OU S T ' 4 1 G e r m a n B l O l ~  L IAIC.BIO,AISI shoeleather mustPe°ple' The cost of a wiU is minimal compared to what y b U p ~ y i f  no will is left. ' " " ~ ~ ~  ~ T  " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  i i - -  
ZGrasd- ~ e Hector Hugh ~J I ~r-~Lv~Y~t~l| , 
parental Munro. DEAR NOT: Whst'a'true in Oklahoma is true iu the I I ,4t~th'H. ) ! i 
31Hasten OIVIEIRiYI! IP iD l l  iEITi ~lSeed other 49 staten. / - " " "~ 
~Z Frigid or BIAIHIGISiDI~JKIOITIAISI • covedn8 - 
Torrid E[NiTIE[RISiNII I L l  44Unltot DEAR ABBY: " 
33 Cupboard All ILISipILiAICIEI force Remember when "hippie" mem~t "big in the hips'~ 
36 Impost I IDIEISiEISIT LIYIEI dagre~ When "pot" was a vessel for ceo k~_,_ thwSs m, 
3'/Command 6-10 (abbL) And'q~ .asked" was what 8randmother s ugs Would heye 
Raid ~wer  to yesterday's pm~le, 47 A marble been? ' , When "fix" was a verb that meant "mend" or '~epak," . ' 
,I' I' ' ' I' ' , ,o ' I  And'to bo'qn"meantmere|y.existing-semewhere? 
I I  I And "grass' was a ground cover--normally green? DOoNESBURY 
'2 . M I '  ! [~a  '4 When 'Zeat" meant "well.organized, tidy and clean," 
~s When ."groovy" meant furrowed with channels and - by Garry Trudeau 
12o.I~'7 _ I bo"°ws' , ~ ' " +,,+ =.+o .-+ + '+ ' '++.  iS++,+. 
I + I m" i ~ ~ M ~ .  IWlll I~VAT~rr  l i  I M ~  I J l I P I  • swallows? ' ~ + ~ ;  I ~ 1  I U + ~  I 
+ 6 '=i i Whan" ."wsen.ba..+re-', -mefint, ..m m+T IrT/?i 
And 1~read came from bakeries--not from'the mint? .+++ I I I++ mmm + + ~ ~ A V  IILLUI I ~ NIaV#~IIIILIII I RI~'/I~W ~ l l l l t l l  
, . , j  - -+- .+. .+- . . -  , i ,+. 
• ze" ++ [ And 'qmngup" was something you did with a phone? II~Pt~'0~AI~'SZ;I~r~p l/ I o .+++o +_++d.+o.  
And "the pill" was some . t i .~  you took for a mngh? 
' And a "pad" was a soft sort of cnshiouy thing?. • 
s " When "far out meant dietanco--a long way away, , m m . 
' '  I ~ qs And no one thought wice when you said they were 
P' °"  "+°+-  
:.s . RE, ,E, 
. ' ' DEAR ABBYi With all this hullabaloo about Women's • + + + ~ , 
r Lib and Equal Rights, I don't see why women eh~)uld DEAR ABBY: ~imakn an honest living solidt~ng new must be some way to prohibit he laveeiou of our pr ivet,  
. expect special privilesss they aren't willis8 to give men. customers for a ~ g  firm by telephoning people and by unwanted Junk calls. • 
CRYI~UIP 6-10 Example: . advialngthem ofou~ specinltntroductory ffers. But, Abby, t I am maldng it a practice not to buy ee~l~dql from tide 
At the office where I am employed as a male aman8 I couldn't even repeat some of the names I've been eallodl ~ of sail. Not only do these calls take my time and 
H R C R U J B J Y D 0 Y E E R Q 0 J W C B several femalee, oneoftl~e woman frequantlylmteme on Not ouiythat, but rye hodpeople hangupon me, telling dietarh my routine, buttheytoke.theMoretaryktime and 
. my stomach area. Although I am not fat, I do have 'a me where to go and what I can do with my offerl You tie up the line so that legitimate calls eannot p t  through. 
J D UR B H J D 0 W D T J T O W E R Q W-  moderate protrualon i  the mid-neetion. Now, Abby, ffthe wouldn't believe some of the threateand curasp I've bean Anythins you ean do te week toward the ellminaUono| 
feels free to pet me on my protrueion, why am I not equally subjected to on this jobl this annoyance will be greatly appredated. 
E R D free to pat her on HER protrusions? It wouldn't akd any longer to, any, "I~ank you very Siaeeraly ours, 
: , BLACK MOUNTAIN, N.C. much, but I am not interested."  ' , GORDON S. OI~ASON" 
• . Please print this to remind people that telephone 
• I I I  I I  Yesterday's Cryptoqulp: GREEN FROG IS FOND OF STILL, DEAR BLACK.MOUNTAIN: ~garmem of how free solicitors are human, too, and deserve a little cburteey and For more on the subject of telephone solidtmtiou, read 
TEPID POND. © tgTe King Features ~yndicate, Inc. ~e feels to pat you' on your protrusion, she should keep consideration. Thank you. ' on: 
Today's Cryptoqulp due: T equals D her hud.e to herself. And so |heald Uesl ABUSED BY THE PUBLIC DEAR ABBY: You told readers who resent bein8 called 
• .v on the telepnone oy someone soliciting buMnese'to may, 
l~@Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each DEAR ABBY: There is a new assistant Clergyman at DEAR ABUSED: I~de not coudone rodenees for any "Because you've inconvenienced me, II1 not buy your 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X eq~is O, It our church who is very well liked by everyons-oepecinlly reason, hut judging ~om my mail, many more people product or service." 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short'words, the young pool~le. I was ehoched and disappointed last resent  telephone eollei~tlon than apprec ia te  it. I, too, am a salesman (insurance) who solicits'by phone 
and words' using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution Is accomplished by trial and error. : Sunday to see him standing out in front of the church after A businessman I  ~laeknmas, Ore., wrote to the Public for many reasons. Some salesmen are too lazy to do 
services moking a cigaret~. ' . Utlilties,Commlesion~ln Salem, Ore., u follows: otherwise; •however, there are also valid reasons for 
, . .  ' This bothered me so much that l wrote him a note tolling "DEAR SIR: : ' "  " " ~lephone solicitation. First, our government hu  asked 
Who oa/d the teen years are the happiest? For AbhF;s him I thought he was setting abad exan~.ple for the ~young. I, as a very busy ~ lnese  executive, am writina to th.a~.we conserve Kaoline, and .so .cendiy, I think a phone 
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know" write people, . . . .  and. If. he nnd__to.nave._ a_.emose,.. -no enema. , . at~ teae~..~ F'roteet bein-s ailed from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m3 work ~o utxe unSOll~te(I sales~ " cal, xs less ox an mtrumon man rmsmg someone's doorbell, 
Abby: 132 Lselty Dr,, Beverly Hills, Calif, 90313. Enclose wmt unto no coma as tc nsmnu moses seers, rse calls, and it in es-,,daliv oallln- *,, finn ,,.~.zr tan. l . ,  t . .  Abby, people who don't want to be bothered by' 
telephoned me and told me that he wasn't "proud" of hie ~m-uterp . We pay"-"mgn/'O'ceiepnone" a ~ rac s" -~so . . . .  we sanuses .~.~ue = solic!ting salesmen shoul d request an unlisted telephone 
81 and a.lougl stamped (34 cents), self-addressed nvelope, smoking habit, but he had it had, and he would be more shone in on# business and 5ave st av-,oM- rM s . .a ts - . , . '  sumner. 
ashamed sneaking a smoke in private than smoking in calls. We very strongly resent he invasion of our uremises • 'INSURANCE SALESMAN 
public What is your opinion? via e - - - -  ' . . . . . .  , . . . ' ^,,,~,,~,,,=,..,,w o , , ,~ ,~,n  qnlpment we pay for by these ~des, and espednlly " DEARsALESMAN:Itemtsmoneytolmveanuallatsd 
Do you wish y0u had more friends? F~r the snecet el u r ruo©u su o~,+um.,,~ computer calls: If I want to buy insurance and seek telephone number, Furthermore, meet people hav~i e 
pepMarity, le t  Abby's dew booklet: **How To Be Popnlul , investment possibilities, I know how to contact the people telephone for their own convenience-hot a salesman's, 
You'reNeverTooYouqerTooOId."Sendllwithakall, . D .P_~R.OPPI)S. ED: I .a~e++~e ~oun+ g der,8_~.ms I need. And why must a uHvnte t i t ian  I~ ~,~a , , . ' . k . ,M .  
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Jim Penner, mugger of Terrace's Gordon & Anderson with a 10-s ed ble ele recentl i y y or winning first place in 
store, presented Herald paper Pander Tom Sehulmeistor the Herald' s circuiaflon drive, 
+ 0 , , ,0T0 , ,  
I SERVICE I i RENTALSm, I 
OANAVENTURE IMEROURY ('0',) YAMAHA i I NtOSt Anylhlng - Mosl Anyllme For I 
t,o.,-.,,, e0mJm. I I  oo,,,.~.o,,.,,~u,.,+.,,o,v,,,u.. I 
l motors)  (ohainsaws). I I Hours: Mon..Sat. 0.6 l 
I .o. . . .  . , . .  . m,. +.+ I I  ,~ , , .+  =.a4q  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
• . Dealer Llcence 14946 GroJg Number 02013A 636-6929 I O1~O"  I l l  I I "~"~nT~hT~"" 
To~aoo Bootronie bpa in  Ltd, 
l s . ,v , . . . , . , . . ,M-  I I ' I~~ °°° I 
| ,O~ SERVICE ON ALL I I 1Ldr , , . . . . . ,  I 
! ~ ~A.ES o~ T.v.,, I I I%"~nm I 
" ~IP  Warrenly Depot for I I BRAD REESE m, ~ . . . . . . .  | 
i qO~ Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, | I AREA MANAGER K AB INET5 I 
| " Sylvania m I Bee. ET. AV(NUE n ~ I 
I MON..SAT. en.m.-S p.m. I I ~ ~ ' "  +._ o_._ m ,_ .,. ___ I 
] 4908Graham 635-4S43 l RCS ~. ~. ,e l .  ' ~Rt~ ~TIIVI~TE~ 
• I I I I 
i 30 Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes - 20 Ton R.T. _ . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
• TERRACE Af iSWERING BUREAU i 
BOB N I ES H - 624-6283 Prince Rupert 638-8195 I 
R ANSWERING, 
I 
I SKEENA O ANE ,,o..oi I 
l SERVICES LTD. %;o~,?,,% l 
I SERVICES | 
I ' 24 HOUR SERVICE I 
TERRACE 638-1  555 ~, .o  Park Averlue, Tertnce,B.C. V,G 'IV$ 
l SUZUKI ?otoroyolos and . + 
I . acoes lor i . l  k stock '0WE NL SOSSNESSmNX J 
I +'"a°°""°'° '°d I 
I Terriee Equipment Sales Ud, For Your Ad. I 
131439 Lakelse635.63~ - ! I Dealer No. 01249A , SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCE. ' I 
I m I l 
• I • . .  636-3936 ? -~ 
4434 LAKELSE AVE.  , OONORETE +. . 
I RRACE, .c. I . GLENN CARSON I 
I CUSTOM CONCRETE PROD. I +~H~.~Bt6+AST' WALLY iEFEBVR,E i 
I . I VeGaN5' " ' PHONE(B0,)~S.O~ i 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook i 
i ' 
0all us at 636-6367 9 to6  + 
. ,O , .O '  
+++ AND I 
. .o,. J ANDERSON | an, m.  m 'm am . 
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I 
i i :00 Newlywed 
I J~  :IS Gm~e 
_1:3o New~ 
V :4s News 
/pt :oo" News 
:15 News 
:30 News 
:45 News 
• 00 Seattle 
115 T~ht  
:3O Match 
:45 Gmme P.M. 
.m M~dnera 
I O '113 Im+~. 
I ~ :so ISeattie 
I v :~ iM~ne~ 
I f i  ~ I~.+o 
I _ ' I  i+o lWmte 
I V :,+ i s ,  
4 d~k :06 IConL 
i I i :is i~oat. 
i l l  :30 I~nt. , 
I lk q l~  :45 lOont. 
1 4 :0o iNew~" 
i i :lS INews 
i i :30 ITonight 
I s  dis :45 ,[~0W 
q A :00 ITo~ht 
| - I  :15 I~ow 
| ~ :3o I rons  
d~ m- - - :~  I,~ow 
Friday, JUNe n 
l A co The New 
/ •11 :~s lUSh RoUen 
/ I i l  13o w~Jo~ 
i i V :45 Fm'tmme 
i 41 :oo Card 
i :is Shark. 
i :~o  0om~ 
I i dh  :45 P~lOW 
A .oo Hollywood 
- I  hs ~u~re~ 
:3o Days of 
l I h :~5 Our Lives 
l :00 Days of 
i : 15 Our Lives 
| :~ The 
d~ ,oo -~omer 
- J  it5 World 
~v  :3O Another 
: ,15 World 
CFTK 
(coP.) " 
~ Open 
C~Open 
Hourgia. 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
5 p.m, to midnight 
BCTV 
(CTY) 
J~anergmey 
Emergmcy 
Gong 
Show 
News 
lleur 
News 
lleur 
KCTS 
(P6S) 
Mister 
~Rcgers 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Eaey 
Love Pish' MacNetl 
Boat Irish Lehrer 
Love Grand 01d No, 
Boat Country Hones~ 
Duchess of The Movie 
Duke St. [ Waltom [ Ollv~" 
Duchess of [ The [ Twist 
Duke St. [ Woltom IDavid Lean 
Thm'a. Night I H. Hutchinson I Produ~io. 
Movie l Show . l R~t  
Summ~ Wishes i Soap I Newton 
Winter,Dreams ascap [ Alec Guinneas 
Joonne Wood- i Bsrett8 i The Two 
ward ! Barettz I mmmes 
Martin Balsam i Baretta I Cinema: 
Sylvia Disney Baretta IB.C. • 
The ~ | Dick 
National News l Cavett 
Night • News Ho.r I Tur~bout 
FIRM L~,m] ITurmbout 
The ~.  Amy "~ + I m.o.  
0~"+ ~,+~-tio. I ' 
~t,.~ I ........ 
• . 1O i , i i .  +tii.S ii,dt. 
Bonjour Je*n No morniz~. 
Frlndly Giant Cannetn wocrammm8 
Mr. Definition Available 
Dreasup 
Sesame 
Street 
I Dream 
cf Jeannie 
R~B~B 
Hope. 
Bob ., 
McLean 
Bob 
McLean 
Edge of 
Nia_~_ht 
Definition 
~ ' s  
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Black Home 
Canyon 
Joel McCrae 
Marl Bianehard 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
d' k .00 Movie ~ High Alan 
m W 15 ~e Italian Hopes I~md 
• | :30 Job Take lABan 
• F :45 Michael Caine Thirty JI-lamel * 
• :00 Noel Coward Cd~ Open Lucy S~reet me 
B1 J : 15 Raf Valise G01f Show ~- - "e  
Jr] L. :3o Rasssno Brszzi Cdn. Open [Emergmcy r ;45 ' ~1+ !~m~gency 
mmmmnmmnmHmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmnnnmmmmmmmnmmmmmmmnnnm~ 
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• ~ 
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NING:, 
nMO " 
P l IRO .: 
~% ,b. f lah - :  
[] 19 Oz. tails " 
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• do a dr  Lid Gor nnd  An e son . 
Store Hours: ' : 
i ~ £ w ~  I Tuos.-sat. 9a,m.-6.30p.... ('HAXC;V× 
, + Friday 9a.m,-9p.m. 
OL0SED MONDAY ,. O H  
